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PREFACE

not as a matter of form but with sincere appreciation
the author wishes to render knowledgementacknowledgementac to the following
to the members of the thesis committee dr R D poll dr

J
brigham W madsen and dr R B swensenSwen forsenssenJ much help and

sound advice to miss caroline stucki for the typing and

correction of manuscript to the librarians and staffs of the
brigham young university library university of utah library
and L D S church historianhistoriantshistorians officets and to the many people

of bingham more particularly the officials of the national

tunnel and mines company whokno have given freely of their time

and information

the writers interest in bingham dates from his early

youth which he spent entirely in that town and it is his

hope that this study may shed some light upon the development

of this most interesting locale
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CHAPTER I1

the oquirrh mountains in which the bingham mining

district is situated are located in northwest utah about thirty
miles west of salt lake city they are a north south range

running roughly parallel to the wasatch mountains and located

about thirty miles to the west of the latter the northern

extremity of the range is on the shore of great salt lake at

black rock the southern terminus is about thirty miles distant
at five mile pass near the town of fairfield

connor peak the highest point of the range is found

about twelve miles north of the southern extremity of the

range it forms a central mass from which low spurs run to

the east and west these spurs separate salt lake valley

from utah valley on the east and tooelethoele valley from rushbush

valley on the west taking these spurs into account the

oqulrrhsoquirrhs are about fifteen miles wide but the average width

of the range proper is six to eight miles
A short distance north of connor peak the range is

split by two connected canyons running east and west the
pass between the two canyons butterfield on the east and

middle canyon on the west is the lowest in the entire range

taken together with connor peak they form a natural division
which from early times has separated mining activity in the

oquirrhs into two parts that on the north centering around

1
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bingham and its environs and that in the south clustering
around the camps of ophir and mercur

this paper will be confined to the northern portion
of the range though it might be noted that the topographical

descriptions of the bingham district apply in a general way

to the southern district also the northern oquirrhs contain
a number of sizeable canyons running either east or west from

a central ridge seven thousand to eight thousand feet in

altitude bingham canyon one of the largest of these is
located on the eastern slope of the range and drains into

salt lake valley
bingham canyon runs in a southwesterly direction for

some four and a half miles from its mouth at that point it
divides into two principal forks one turning to the south

the other continuing the original bearing of the canyon the

south fork sometimes called the main fork turns south for a

distance of a mile and a half and then gradually circles north
again for a distance of a mile and a quarter the northerly

fork or carr fork as it is called has a length of about two

and one eighth miles before it splits into a number of gulches

at the foot of west mountain the principal peak of the dis-

trict the south forkorkfonkonk ends of the east shoulder of the same

mountain all this will be seen illustrated in some detail
on the accompanying map

there are a number of important tributary canyons or

gulches as they are termed which drain into the main canyon

for

f
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these gulches and their rough locations proceeding up from the
mouth of the canyon are

1 west side of main canyon dry fork freeman gulch
markham gulch dixon gulch

2 east side of main canyon damphoolDam gulchphool wirmamuckwinnamuekWinnamWirmaeinnan
gulch

muckuekuck
ely gulch

53 west side of east fork copper center gulch

4 east side of mainmaln fork bear gulch

5 west side of carr fork cottonwood gulch sap gulch

6 east side of carr fork muddy fork log fork

there are a number of canyons on the easterly side of

the mountains which do not form a part of the bingham drainage

system they are nevertheless a part of the bingham mining

district they are midas creek keystone gulch copper

gulch and yosemite gulch all drain almost directly to the

east

the physical features of the district as described

have been considerably modified by the operations of the

kennecott copper company utah copper this company in the

course of their open pit operations have completely obliterated
some of the localities mentioned and covered others with

hundreds of thousands of tons of waste rock for instance
copper center gulch and the mountain which contained it are

completely gone muddy fork is partially gone while freeman

gulch markham gulch dixon gulch damphoolDam gulchphool winnamuckwinnamuekWinnamWinn

gulch

uckuekamuck

ely gulch cottonwood gulch sap gulch and log fork

have been largely covered however for the greater span of

J
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ginghamsbingham1sbinghamsBing historyhams these geographical locations were intact
and the scene of active underground mining

the areas discussed form the west mountain mining

district within which the principal part of the mining

activity of the northern oquirrhs has taken place the
region described includes an area about six miles long and

four miles wide the long boundary running roughly south-
west and northeast

within the boundaries of the district four main

centers of population and trade have grown up bingham

proper the largest and oldest is located in the main canyon

centering around the branching of carr and east forks

copperfield or upper bingham is at the head of east fork

highland boy Is located at the head of carr fork lark is
situated on the east slope of the raneerangepanee adjacent to the

gulches previously mentioned in that region none of these

towns have had corporate existence except bingham and all
the others with the exception of lark are dependent upon

bingham for commercial and social purposes

the topography of the oqulrrhoquirrh range and of the

bingham district differ in several important respects from

that of the wasatch mountains generally they are lower

averaging nine thousand to ten thousand feet in contrast with

the ten thousand to twelve thousand feet of the wasatch peaks

the quirrhsgquirrhs are comparatively smooth in relief being quite

rounded and having uniform slopes the slopes are steep how-

ever and the canyons are heavy grade and quite narrow

0
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very little running water is to be found in the dis-
trict except in the spring when the heavy winter snows and

the steep grades combine to make a quick and heavy runoff with
consequent erosion and later drouth much of the precipita-
tion is absorbed by the ground whichbeingwhich ofbeing a very porous

natureallowsnature aallows great quantity of water to go underground

this condition has had a decided effect on the mining tech-

niques of the district
the heavy snows to which the oquirrhsoqulrrhs are subject

have had two further effects first they have made the

region liable to snow slides which have destroyed many lives
and much property over the years secondly the increased

moisture has enabled the growth of a superior stand of timber

and grass it was this fact which first brought attention
to the binghambinabin& areaam

two further effects of topography should be noted

these are first that the narrow canyon has forced bingham

to assume a definitely linear pattern and has restricted its
growth to the extent of producing severe overcrowding

second bingham is built at the conjunction of canyons which

form a kind of natural funnel for the concentration of both

wind and water As a result there have been a number of

serious floods and occasional fires fanned by the winds have

been quite serious affairs
no discussion of the bingham region would be complete

without some mention of the geology of the region and how

through the mining industry geology has affected the history
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of the region however it is not the purpose of this
study to make any detailed observations upon the matter

indeed such a study would probably be beyond the interest of

the reader and certainly beyond the ability of the writer
to those interested in such matters the writer recommends

J M boutwelsboutwellsboutwelleBoutBou economicwelstwellsweis geology of the bingham mining

district utah which is probably the best single work in
the field numerous other studies have been made most of

them of a specialized nature

the present discussion will be confined therefore
to the mention of a few generally accepted facts concerning

the character of the ore deposits in bingham which have had

a direct effect upon its history the salient facts in the

matter may be summarized as follows first the mineraliza-

tion in the bingham district is spread over a wide area

this fact made it possible for a large number of companies

to operate during the early stages of ginghamsbinghansbinghamsBing developmenthamshans
and latterly has made feasible the consolidation of numerous

properties into very large groups operated by great corporations

secondly the ore bodies of bingham were and are

large though of low grade generally making possible long

continued operations and high production of metals the

first factor has given bingham a longer lease on life than

most mining camps enjoy the second has tended to make

bingham a rich mas camp as the miners term it it was

almost impossible to develop a low grade ore body without a

man s
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fairly large holding and a reasonable amount of capital
therefore from the earliest times mining enterprise has

been in the hands of corporations or firms rather than in the

hands of individuals this trend has continued to develop

till at the present time the largest part of bingham production

is in the hands of a very few mining companies

thirdly the ore bodies of bingham have a quality
which might be termed by a layman as versatility that is
the deposits are not confined to ores of one mineral as is
the case in some mining districts ores of lead silver
zinc copper and gold are known in the bingham district in
commercial quantities this condition has enabled the mining

industry to survive a number of drops in the market price of

various metals and it has permittedDermit theted industry to survive

the exhaustion of some types of ores

fourthly the ores of bingham exhibit the characteristic
of changing in nature according to their depth from the surface

this is especially true in regard to the lead ores near the

surface a zone of oxidized ores of lead of gold and to a

lesser extent of copper were found during the early days

the oxidized lead ores termed carbonate by the early miners

formed the most important body of ores in the earliest period

As the ore bodies were penetrated deeper the zone of oxidiza-

tion was passed and a zone of sulphide of lead or sulphuret

according to earlier terminology and galena ores was

encountered these in turn gave way to more complex ores
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situated still deeper this succession of ore types is
particularly significant in that the economic history of

bingham is clearly definable into a number of periods accord-

ing to the type of ore mined these periods are defined and

treated at some length in subsequent chapters but they may

be roughly indicated here

186518821865 firstfinst1882 period of lead silver mining
1885 18931895 second period of lead silver mining
1896 periperiod of copper mining

it may be seen then that through the varying type

richness and distribution of the ore bodies geological

factors have had a considerable effect on the economic history
of bingham
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the oquirrh mountains and the bingham district assume

no importance in history till the year 1847 before that year

the sole inhabitants of bingham canyon and the region around

it were indians the numerous flint arrowheads spear points
scrapers and other implements which have been oundfoundroundaund indicate
that there was a considerable indian population in the canyon

howeverHo asweverS far as the writer is aware no archaeloglcalarchaelogicalarchaeologicalarchae investi-
gations

logical
of a serious nature have been undertaken in the vicinity

therefore no reliable information concerning the indian popula-

tion of the bingham area is available in addition it must be

pointed out that subsequent mining operations have so disturbed
the original contours and soil as to make archaeloglcalarchaelogicalarchaeologicalarchae investi-
gation

logical
impractical

there is no evidence known to the writer to indicate

that any white man visited the mountains before 1847 it is
perfectly possible that some mexican slave&vesiaveave trader or wandering

mountain man visited the area we know that jedediahJed smithsmithsedlah

bridger provot and others of their stamp were familiar with

the vicinity of the great salt lake perhaps their curiosity
took them to the oquirrhs curiosity would be the only reason

for their going since the lack of year round streams made the

range a poor place for beaver in any case it is only with

9

f
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the coming of a settled population able to exploit the less
obvious resources of the oquirrhs that bingham canyon takes on

any historical role
with the coming of the mormonscormons the situation changed

the timber and grass of the oquirrhs attracted the pioneers

since they were in pressing need of these resources and the

mountains were close to the site of the original settlement

there is a rather strong presumption that the oquirrhs were

explored quite soon after the arrival of the pioneers the
factors of natural curiosity proximity attraction of resourcesresource
and the vigorous exploration policy followed by brigham young

support this idea
we know that within the next two years the oquirrhs

had permanent settlers when the bingham brothers thomas and

sanford settled at the mouth of the principal canyon leading

into salt lake valley giving the canyon their name there is
some doubt as to the exact date of settlement though it was

probably in the spring of 1848 the biography of thomas bingham jr
has this to say in the spring of 48 or 9 uncle sanford

bingham and his brothers took a herd of dry cattle sic into the

canyon south of salt lake and west of jordan the canyon was

named bingham after the bingham brothers nl

the bingham brothers stayed in the canyon only about a

year leaving within that time to settle in cache valley with

their departure we lose track of any specific inhabitants of the

brigham young university mormon diaries MSS vol V p 5

prox ty resourcesp

148 149

i

lbrigham

sP
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region it seems likely that the area having been found to

be valuable for grazing once might be so used again within a

short period but there is no direct evidence to show that any-

one again lived in bingham canyon till 18631865

there is however evidence of an indirect nature to

show that bingham canyon was at least visited to graze stock

and to cut wood the first item of this evidence is found in
the report of the expeditions sent out by the united states
government during 1849501849 in50 charge of captain howard stansbury

to explore and map the great salt lake valley stansbury in

his narrative of events speaks of the difficulties
lieutenant gunnison of his command had in running a base line
between great salt lake and utah lake he mentions in particular
the hardships found in procuring and hauling wood from the canyons

for the erection of triangulation stations since the base line
was on the west side of the jordan for a considerable distance it
seems possible that some of this wood came from the oquirrh

mountains which were the closest supply collateral evidence

is found in the map which captain stansbury made which shows

bingham canyon essentially correct in its main features though

it does not give the name of the canyon

howard stansbury exploration and survey of the valleyvailey
of the great salt lake of utah washington D C robert armstrong
public printer 18531855 p 121

ap of the great salt lake and adjacent country in the
territory of utah new york ackerman lithographers 185318551853.
brigham young university map collection

for

1

2

lhowardleoward ration va lleelle7ex
butakutakta
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the other hint we have concerning events in bingham

between 1848 and 18631865 concerns the gardner family which settled
on the jordan river and operated lumber and grist mills in that
region the diary of robert gardner states that he settled on

the jordan in 18531855 and there in conjunction with his brother
archibald he ran both types of enterprises it may be that
some of the saw logs came from the oquirrhs neither robert nor

archibald gardner make any mention in their diaries of bingham

canyon or of activities there however in archibald gardnergardnersgardeners

account book the name markham appears a number of times in
connection with various transactions some of them in lumber

since the name markham is applied to one of the main branches of

bingham canyon there appears to be a possibility that the canyon

was named after the man and that markham if not gardner was

interested in the timber there there are other items of evidence

to support this view one is that when the bingham mining district
was organized in 18631865 archibald gardner was elected recorder of

the district probably this indicates a degree of familiarity
with the country more certain is the fact that the first claim

notice filed in the district in the name of the jordan silver
mining company mentions in its description the phrase beginning

at the stake situated one hundred feet north east of gardnergardnersgardeners

shanty w thus there was at least a semipermanent residence by
318621864 and probably for a considerable period before that date

diaries of archibald gardner and robert gardner brigham
young university mormon diaries MSS vol X p

1

2

ldiaries

3claim

Gardners

6
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this may be taken to indicate that from 1847 to 18631865

bingham canyon and the surrounding regions were at least
regularly visited and that they were very likely quite closely

scrutinized in the course of logging and stockgrazingstock thegrazing

question then arises of why during a period of sixteen years

when the west was in a fever of mining excitement with the rushes

to california and the opening of the comstock the mineral

wealth of bingham and of utah generally was not exploited nor

even reported the answer seems to be either that the mineral
was not found or that the news of the finding was suppressed

confining the study strictly to bingham we see that
pointing to the first alternative is the presumption that
neither the binghamsginghamsBing norhams the gardenersgardnersGard norners any man likely to be

employed by them was a professional miner or prospector used to

recognizing ores As such they were not likely to find traces
of mineral or to have the skill to exploit such mineral if found

on the other hand there exists a definite tradition in the

bingham family that ore was found but the news suppressed

further it seems that the indications of ore at bingham were

extremely plain and that ore was found at grassroots depth under

these conditions it is not hard to discover ore by accident

thirdly it appears that the ginghamsbinghamsBing athams least were not so

unfamiliar with mining as has been thought thomas bingham jr
says in his biography in the summer of 1875 father found a

ledge of silver quartz close to the sugar pine mill the winter

salt lake tribune march 19 1948 presumably quoting
one of the bingham descendants in an interview concerning the
erection of a monument commemorating that family

isaltsait

he

hands
1

ff
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following we went there to work and sunk a shafshaftshay

s-

ince the
ginghamsbinghamsBing hadhams done nothing in the interval except farm and operate
saw and shingle mills some prior familiarity with mining is
probable

with respect to the gardner family evidence of a similar
nature may be pointed out archibald gardner was elected recorder
of the west mountain mining district which may indicate a certain
amount of knowledge of mining rather more significant is the

fact that the first claim in bingham was staked out within a few

hundred feet of a cabin belonging to the gardnersgardenersGard onners ground that
they must have passed over constantly there is then a rather
strong probability that mineral was found in the bingham area

before 18631865 indeed it may have been found as early as 1848

this leads to the question why was the news of mineral

discovery suppressed the answer to this is found in the complex

of mormon gentile relationships of the period and particularly

in the attitude of the mormon church toward mining

the mormonscormons in their eastern homes had been so hounded

and harried that they wished to get away from all interference
from the outside to that end they migrated to a remote and

desolate location in what was then called the great american

desert onceOne etherethere they did not wish to have their attempts to

build an ideal state thwarted by incursions of the people they

had travelled so far to escape furthermore mormon doctrine

biographieslbiographies of thomas bingham sr and thomas bingham jr
brigham young university mormon biographies MSS vol V p 19
the discovery took place in cache county

t

oneethere
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forseesforesees a state to be set upud apart a zion to serve as a

refuge for the righteous and as a nucleus for the development of

the kingdom of god on earth in times to come on grounds of

experience and principleDrin theciple mormon folk desired to be left alone

and apart to develop in their own way

it was recognized as early as 1849 during the california
gold rush that the developing mining frontier in the west might

interfere with this desire from the gold rush on the face of

the latter day saint church was set solidly against mining

activity which might distract the saints from their farms or

which might bring large groups of non mormonscormons into the territory
the church had no objection to the mining of iron or coal which

would aid the industry of the territory but precious metal

mining was severely frowned upon A sermon delivered by

brigham young to a newly arrived group of emigrants in 1849 will

illustrate the point

do not any of you suffer the thought to enter your minds
that you must go to the gold mines in search of riches that
is no place for the saints some have gone there and returned
they keep coming and going but their garments are spotted
almost universally it is scarcely possible for a man to go
there and come back to this place with his garments pure
dot any of you imagine to yourselves that you can go to the
gold mines to get anything to help yourselves with you must
live here this is the gathering place of the saints 1

y

notable

J

is the suggestion that mining camp life is apt

to corrupt ones morals a contention which the history of the

mining camps of the period amply supports but also it was the

conviction of the church authorities that it was necessary

1nuotedquoted in edward W tullidge the history of salt lake
city salt lake city edward IV tullidge 1880 p 699

J

ou

C
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particularly in the early years of settlement to stick to

agriculture which would provide not only sorely needed foodstuffs
but would make for a stable and lasting society

because of this discouragement mining activity in utah
except for iron and coal mining was practically nil from 1847

to the ISGO
1

in 1862 an entirely new factor was introduced into the

situation in utah when colonel P E connor and his command

arrived in salt lake valley the occasion of connorconnortsconnonconnorty coningcomingcomina

arose out of the civil aarwarliaraan the small regular army force which

had been stationed in utah was withdrawn at the beginning of the

war for service in the east this left the vital overland route

to california and nevada unprotected from the raids of the

indians or from possible confederate action this latter contingency

was not impossible in the view of some unionists who were none too

sure of the loyalty of the mormonscormonsMor inmons view of these circumstances

troops raised in california as state volunteers were transferred
to utah to replace the troops sent east

the commander of the newly arrived troops patrick edward

connor was an immigrant irishman who had served in the mexican

war with distinction and who had afterwards settled in california
where he had had considerable financial and political success

it is important to this study to note that connor came from a

mining region in california that he had been somewhat interested

IA small amount of lead was mined near beaver utah
during the utah war

18601s

Connorts
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in mining ventures there and that he to all appearances brought

that interest to utah with him the same could be said of

connorsCon mennorts who in all probability included a number of

enthusiastic and experienced prospectors moreover the

california men were not subject to the influence of the latter
day saint church which had set itself so definitely against
mining

the first years of the california volunteersvolunteers1volunteerslvolunteer residence

in utah were occupied by the building of camp douglas and by

indian fighting however by 18631865 they had leisure and could

look about them a little from somewhere connor got reports of

mineral to be found in the territory or so he said in his
correspondence As a result of one of these reports the first
mining claim to be made in utah was staked out in bingham canyon

there are several versions concerning the location of

the first mining claim at bingham two early authorities
0 2

john R murphy and E D buel both agree that the discovery

was made by a captaincantaincannain A heitz and a party of soldiers from

camp douglas who discovered argentiferous ore in september of

18631865 no further details of the discovery of the ore are forthc-

oming stenhouse has a different version stating that the

united states war department war of the rebellion
washington government printing office 1897 volsolsoi L pt II11

p 656
p john R murphy mineral resourceresources of the territoryTerrit oforyorv

utah salt lake city james dwyeD r istIBT p iv

T B H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints salt
lake city shepard book co 1904 p 718
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first discovery was made by mrs robert K reid wife of the
post surgeon at camp douglas while a party of officers and

ladies were on a picnic party at bingham canyon where some of

the remountsmountsrecountsre from the camp were being grazed 1

tullldgetullidge introduces a different story when he ascribes
the original discovery to george B ogilvlecgilvieogilvieCg heilvielivie says ogilvie
in logging in the canyon found a piece of ore which he sent to

colonel connor who had it assayed finding it was good ore

connor organized a party of officers and ladies of his camp and

went over and located the mine the jordanjordanojordane 2 it is evident

that tullidgetstullidge version is not inharmonious with stenhousetsstenhouse

story
ts

since mrs reid may have been one of the picnic nartypartydartynapty

mentioned in both cases however stenhouse and tullidge are at
utter variance with murphy and buel still another aspect of

the matter has been brought forth by the researches of

edgar M ledyard says he according to mr henry bryam

beaksteadbecksteadBeak whostead was working in the canyon at the time a nephew of

mr samuel egbert it was john egbert a son of samuel egbert

who discovered the galena ore in bingham canyon while dragging

logs there in september 18631865 53

the location notices of the district do little to clear
up the problem two claim notices were made out on september 171863171865

ibid p 713715 it is interesting to note that stenhouse
gives two versions in the same work he first gives the reid
version apparently as his own view and then includes a special
section on mining by E D buel which gives the heitz version

2tullidge op cit p 697
z
quoted in fred rodgers soldiers of the overland san

francisco grabhorn press 19381958 p 213215
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one taken out in the name of the jordan silver mining company

listed discovererdiscoverers shares in favor of george 3 ogilvie other
shareholders included P E connor archibald gardner robert K

reid henry bextedbaxted who may be the henry B becksteadbeaksteadBeak mentionedstead

by ledyard and samuel egbert who also figures in one version of

the discovery the other notice covers a claim contiguous with

that of the jordan silver mining company probably lying on the
same vein discoverersDiscover sharesertserisenis in this claim were given to
mrs robert K reid whose husband was among the shareholders

of the other claim other shareholders included arthur heitz
who may be the A heitz mentioned by buel and murphy and

mrs P E connor 1

it appears fruitless to speculate concerning the first
recorded discovery of mineral at bingham the various authorities
cited buel murphy stenhouse tullidge and ledyard were all
in a good position to know the facts yet disagree among them-

selves buel and murphy were prominent early day mining men

stenhouse and tullidge were leading journalistsournalists supposedly in

touch with events ledyard is an official of the american

eltingsmeltingsmellingSm and refining company who has made an extensive study

of this particular problem the documents available differ as

did the people on the scene who were after all in the best

position to judge apparently the differences were amicable

since we find the connor and reid families divided in their
holding of shares and heitz becoming a stockholder in his presumed

claim notice for jordan silver mining company and unnamed
claim of mrs robert K reid county recordersrecorder office salt lake
county

connor

j

lclaim
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rivals company the writer is inclined to the view that a

simultaneous or nearly simultaneous discovery by two or more

parties was probable in any case the discovery of mineral

which possibly had been found years before was not so important

as the fact that now a group of people was interested in mining

who had the determination to begin mineral exploitation

the same day that the first claim notices were filed a

minerstminerdt meeting was held at the jordan ward housewhereHouse thewhere

west mountain mining district was defined and rules for the

governing of that district set up the limits of the district
were as follows

this district shall include that portion of territory
situated in the territory of utah and bounded as follows
commencing at the confluence of the river jordan with
great salt lake and running thence in a southwesterly
direction along the east bank of the said river jordan
to its point of exit from lake utah thence along the west
margin of said lake utah to the 40th degree north latitude

greenwich to the 114th degree of west longitude greenwich
thence along said 114th degree of west longitude to the
41st degree of north latitude greenwich thence along said
41st degree of north latitude to great salt lake thence
along the margin of said lake to the place of beginning 1

this description embraces the entire oquirrh range

however within a few years the district was divided into a

number of others the west mountain mining district now

embraces the area immediately around bingham

the news that mining activity had begun in bingham

apparently caused no official excitement in the mormon church for

the deseret news takes note of it almost a year later and then

bylawsby oflaws the west mountain mining district county
recorders office salt lake county
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only in an oblique manner however of those active in mining

at bingham gardner bextedbaxted and egbert at least were almost

certainly mormonscormonsMor itmons would appear that though the leadership

of the latter day saint church was indifferent to mining the

rank and file were by no means so uninterested in a chance for
riches

desiring to encourage further mining enterprise connor

wrote war department headquarters on october 2523 18631865 as
J

follows

having reason to believe that the territory is full of
mineral wealth I1 have instructed commanders of posts and
detachments to permit men in their commands to prospect the
country in the vicinity of their respective posts whenever
such course would not interfere with the military duties
and to furnish every proper facility for the discovery and
opening of mines of gold silver and other minerals
already with in a distance of twentyfivetwenty tofive fifty miles
of this city in the east and west mountains mines have
been discovered yielding with imperfect tests rich
indications of silver and largely charged with lead and
copper ores if I1 be not mistaken in these antici-
pations I1 have no reason to doubt that the mormon question
will at an early date be finally settled by peaceable
means without the increased expenditure of a dollar by
the government or still more important without the loss
of a single soldier in conflict v

this last statement of connortsconnorconnorty seems to indicate the

gentiles in utah had quite as much political hope connected with

mining development as mormonscormons had political fear the discovery

of ore coupled with this action of connorsCon maynortsnorrs have provoked

some response from the saintsssintsshisaishl fornts connor issued a circular on

march 1 1864 in response to

deseret news november 5030 1864
0united states war department op cit vol L pt II11

p 656

1
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numerous letters of complaint and inquiry from
parties within and without the territory the former
alleging that certain residents of utah territory have
indulged in threats and menaces against miners and others
desirous of prospecting for precious metals and the
latter asking what if any protection will be accorded
to those coming hither to develop the mineral resources
of the country

the circular goes on to give a very strong warning to offenders

and states that they will be punished to the utmost extent of

martial law

this brought forth an indignant editorial in the

deseret news denying any interference with prospectors and at

the same time condemning connors action in these words had

we been informed that the government wished to employ troops

in utah at mining much trouble andarkiarni expense might have been

saved for we presume anyone would have cheerfully given
0

information of the lead veins of the west mountainsMounta ll11inse hetherwhetherIN

or not any incidents of the type connor mentioned actually took

place is a question which probably cannot be answered connor

was stirring troubled waters it is true but gentiles in

remote parts of the territory were often pretty thoroughly

scared if nothing else

these interchanges indicate the development of an

interesting social attitude in utah the gentiles determined

to carry forward the development of mining not only for profit
but also as a counterweight to mormon political control the

saints were equally determined to halt such growth particularly

united states warmar department op02 cit vol L pt II11
p 748

deseret news june 22 1864
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were they concerned with keeping members of the church from

going to the mining towns to this end the deseret news

during thescsthesestheSthesos decriedCs the possibility of andingfindinginding rich mines

in utahandUtautah feelinglyand described the general profitlessness
and profligacy of mining 1 it is perhaps significant that
gentile sources referred to the silver deposits of the

west mountains while mormon sources called them the lead

veins in the inception and later modification of these

attitudes toward mining bingham played an important role
to return to specific events in bingham after the

beginning of mining there was a decided spurt in activity
on september 18 18631865 the vidette claim was filed january 24

1864 the galena was located february 6 the empire in may

2the kingston and the julia dean and in july the silver hill
unfortunately all this activity met with little success the

grade of the ore was good in most cases but the difficulties
encountered in smeltingeltingsmellingsm were very great chiefly because of the

inexperience of the metallurgists of the time in dealing with a

new type of ore in addition the scarcity and poor quality of

charcoal and most other materials handicapped the early metallur-

gist even if a cheap product could have been produced the

expense of shipping it to market in the east would have been

prohibitive to illustrate it is estimated that the cost of

the jordan tunnel driven by the west jordan silver mining company

ldeseretipeseretlDesipeideides newssereteretsenet november 5030 18631865 june 14 1865 may 24
1866 etc

p john mason boutwell economic geology of the bingham
mining district utah washington U S government printing
office
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was sixty dollars per foot an enormous cost for those days

one hundred dollars a keg forfon powder and shovels at 2.50250
apiece were common prices

A district meeting was held in 1865 to consider ways

and means of overcoming these conditions but it did little
except to extend the period during which claims could be held

without assessment work

under these circumstances the versatility of the

mineralization which has been mentioned came to the rescue

in 1864 placer gold was found in the canyon bancroft ascribes

its discovery to a party of californians returning from montana

to pass the winter presumably the californians were

attracted to bingham by the previous mineral discoveries there
mining of moderately profitable gravel began in the spring of

1865 and continued as the chief moneymaking activity of the
2camp for the next five years

in the meantime location of lode mines proceeded apace

mining men in utah observed with interest the building of the

transcontinental railroad and waited impatiently for its coming

they were convinced that if it would overcome their previous

difficulties of transportation and marketing they could over-

come their own technical shortcomings up to 1865 numerous

claims were made in bingham the most important were the

spanish the winnamuckWinn theamuck yosemite and the franklin all

bid

hubert howe bancroft history of utah san francisco
the history company 1889 p 740

for
1

J
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of these became important producers later
the mining industry at bingham except for placer mining

can be said to have been in a period of waiting from 18631865 till
18651365 the location of the ores was known it was necessary

only to wait for the development of smeltingeltingsmellingsm and transportation

facilities in order to bring great activity to bingham

S bureau of the census tenth census of the united
states washington U S government printing office 1880
XVII appendix I1 p 408

1
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CHAPTER III111ili
As the period from 18631865 to 1865 in the history of

bingham was typified by development and waiting the years from

1865 to 1896 were a time of active mining of lead carbonate and

oxidized gold ores the years after the discovery of ore in
bingham canyon had been full of hardship for the early miners

difficulties in transportation refining and marketing had

forced them to hold in abeyance their plans for extensive lode

mining and to concentrate in the meantime on the production of

placer gold hopes for future development were focused on the

completion of the transcontinental railway and its branches

which would connect bingham with the world

in 1869 the connection of the union pacific and

central pacific railroads was accomplished at promontory point

near ogden within a short time the construction of the utah

central railroad running south to salt lake city was begun

in 1870 this road was completed to salt lake and sandy thus
a rail point within practical freighting distance of bingham

was provided

the stimulation provided by the railroad possibly

influenced the construction of the first efficient smelter in

utah which was erected in 1870 the plant was located seven6evenbeven

miles south of salt lake city in a strategic position in regard

26
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to the alta and bingham mines 1 very probably much of the early
production of the bingham mines was treated at this smelter

the early 1870 was a period of great mining excitement

in utah in 1871 theghe emma mine an extremely rich silver pro-

perty located in little cottonwood canyon in the wasatch mountains

was sold to an english syndicate for a fabulous price and in the

process created an equally fabulous international scandal involving

the U S nistermirtistermiaisterAistermisterministermirtmi toisterlsteristen england in 1872 the great ontario strike
was made at parleytsparley parkts causingparkspanks a town to spring up there and

incidently adding to the fortunes of the hearst family in 1875

the horn silver mine located at frisco near milford caused a

flurry of railroad building and enriched several eastern financiers
in the process the excitement was topped the next year by the

discovery of the silver reef district at leeds in washington

county all of these strikes were of noteworthy richness and

attracted much attention within and without the state
bingham had a considerable share in this boom and as

early as 1865 had been the scene of considerable expansion of

holdings on lead silver strikes between 1865 and 1870 a

number of such claims had been made in the bingham district
the lead mine the last chance queen hidden treasure orphan

boy no donttdon1tdenttyou rough and ready eagle bird and northern light

U S bureau of the census tenth census of the united
states washington TJ S government printing office 1880
XVII appendix I1 p 406

bid
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being the principal ones

t-

hese mines together with the ones

previously located viz the jordan old telegraph utah the

spanish winnamuckWinn yosemiteamuck and franklin became the principal
producers in the years 18631865 to 1880 2 the extent of mining

activity in bingham may be judged from the fact that between

18631865 and 1880 six thousand five hundred claims were made in

the district of which seven hundred were held and sixty three
z

patented the largest part of this activity took place during

the 1870

it appears that the largest part of the mining activity
was confined to bingham canyon proper between 18631865 and 1880

lead silver ores being the chief product after 1880 lead

silver mining was largely transferred to butterfield canyon and

the eastern part of the district the central part of the

district turned to the mining of oxidized gold ores

among the principal producers during the first period

was the old jordan claim the original discovery site located

in 18631865 this location was originally made by P E connor and

some others and was worked by them as the west jordan silver
mining company till about 1865 though no great production was

made in 1870 the claim was sold to J 17 kerr isaac morris

boutwelloutwell op cit p 408
p

u S bureau of the census op cit p 408

U S bureau of the census op cit p 407

outwell op cit p 408

1

J

3

1870s
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and others 1 this syndicate operated the mine and erected the

2one stack galena smelter the mine either got into some diffi-
culties or showed great promise for in 18731875 kerr and his partners
sold out to the firm of carson and buzzo 53 this firm erected a

flume eleven miles long to bring water power to the mine and made

various other improvements all to no avail for this concern in

its turn failed and sold out in 1875 to the galena silver mining

company this company erected a fiveivelve stack smelter on the

jordan river and began to carry on operations on an extensive

basis however in 1877 the property went into the hands of the
jordan mining and smeltingeltingsmellingSm company which was reorganized in 1879

as the jordan mining and milling company throughout these
A

changes of ownership the mine continued to produce

another significant producer during the 187011870 s was the

utah mine this claim was located in upper bingham canyon a

short distance from the old jordan its location date is not

known but it is spoken of as an old soldier claim which places

it in the period of connorsCon activitynorts in bingham during 186318651865186518631865

in

1865

1871 the property came into the hands of buel and bateman who

erected a smelter that year such was the success of the property

that an english syndicate became interested in the mine and

boutwelloutwell op cit p 8583

Uau2u S bureau of the census op citeitelt p 408

bid the census report gives no date for this transac-
tion but gives the firm name as carson and buzzo boutwell gives
the date but calls the firm cansoncarson and buzzel since the census
is a source closer to the time under consideration I1 have used
the name given there

A
U S bureau of the census op cit p 408
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purchased it within the year for a reputedly high price 1

some records of the utah smelter which was operated by

the english company have very fortunatelyfortunate survived17 to the

present day and from them it is possible to gain an interesting
insight into smelter operation in utah in the early daysdayss

SMELTDTGSMELTILTG COSTS

flux 696 per ton
charcoal 1580 tt n

labor
mining and incidentals

total cost 03835&5855383303833 n n

gross returns 4385436543.654365 tf TT

net profit

ore
4 n iron flux
5 M lime
6 M charcoal
2 H old slag

total losses in eitingsmeltingsmeltinceltingsmellingsmsmelt wereineinclne 6.464 per cent of the lead

and 5.858 per cent of the silver the total cost of mining and

smeltingeltingsmellingsm was 44.004400 per ton cost of freight and supplies was

S bureau of the census op cit p 409

fu ACE

0 1

11

38 33

1 1
64

58

4400

5305505.505.30550 n

0500.500300.30 per bushel
iron flux

7007.00700200 per ton

FIJRNACE CHARGE

1513 parts

6.00600goo rf

25.0025002500 per ton
lime

4274.27 rf w

calcination

5.52552 n ff

another set of interesting collateral figures come from

the accounts of the winnamuckWinn smelteramuck operated during the same

period

COST OF MATERIALS

charcoal
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45.734573 per ton total cost 8973897589.7589.7389738975

cancun

au2u

the low cost of labor and

the high cost of transportation and supplies are worthy of note

as indicating the general conditions of the mining and eltingsmeltingsmellingsm

industry at the time especially were smelter operators irked
by the high cost of charcoal for use in their furnaces the

later development of coke burning furnaces and the production of

good local coke lowered utahutalbstalb smeltingeltingsmellingsm costs considerably

the english syndicate mentioned continued to operate the

utah claim till 18731875 when the carbonate ore ran out and pyrites
were struck in 1874 john longmaid constructed the first co-
ncentration works in utah for the purpose of treating these ores

the nature of the plant is unknown though it probably consisted

of a stamp mill and a jigging plant the works failed to treat
the ore properly and in 1876 they were dismantled and moved to

the old telegraph mine operations at the utah mine were cur-
p

c

tailed
ar

and in 1879 the property was sold to T R jonesjoness

the winnamuckWinn anotheramuck producer of this time was dis-
covered in 1867 by some mormon farmers they uncovered ore

of some value and sold out the same year to bristol and dagget

for 15000.001500000 this firm held the property till 1871 when they

commenced active operations by building a smelter in the canyon

the smelter was such a success that bristol and dagget were able

to sell the works in 1872 to some english investors for three

million dollars and fifty thousand shares of stock in the new

boutwelloutwell opppap cit p 89

U S bureau of the census op citeitelt p 408

for
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company the expectations of the new company were not fulfilled
however for in 1875 the carbonate ore ran out and the smelter
was perforce abandoned

the mine was then sold to a dutch concern and operated

during 1876 by them again operations did not pay and in 1877

the mine was leased to local men

further development of the bingham district was brought

about by the new york and utah milling company which built a

leaching plant for lead treatment at revere switch in 1880 A

roasting plant was added for primary treatment of the ores

unfortunately no information remains concerning the success or
0

failure of the plant
perhaps the most rewarding producer of the period was the

old telegraph mine located in bear gulch the mine consisted of

the nez perce chief montreal and no dotdontyou claims all
dating from the period 18657016657018651665 the70 claims were at first worked

separately the nez perce no yoayou donidont and chief being operated

by windsor and randall from 18731877187518771873187718731875 the1877 montreal being operated

by another company during the same period both operations pro-

duced very well especially in 1876 1877 and 18781876 in 1877

litigation between the two operators arose over the boundary

between the no you dot and montreal claims the issue was

ultimately settled by consolidation of the two companies in 1878

in that same year the superintendent of the newly formed old

telegraph mining company was hauled into court by his employers

1u S bureau of the census op cit p 412

U S bureau of the census op cit p 413415

1
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it appears that the superintendent had issued false reports of

a very gloomy nature concerning the state of the mine thus

driving the price of the stock of the mine down he then pro-

ceeded to buy up the stock through dummies the superintendent
was acquitted by the lower courts however the decision was

reversed on appeal the case was finally settled out of court

the superintendent paying two hundred thousand dollars in
damages

later in 1878 a french corporation became interested
in the mine and at last purchased for the sum of 17000000

francs the french engineers apparently overestimated the

quantity and quality of the ore reserves and underestimated the

cost of production because the french enterprise was on the rocks

by the latter part of 18791679 1

the main producer in muddy fork was the stewart mine

this company was incorporated in 1878 for six hundred thousand

dollars in sixty thousand shares A ten stamp mill was erected

the same year in 1879801879 the80 concern was mining a large body

of low grade oxidized gold ore employing sixty four men on a

ten hour shift at a wage of 2.50250 to 5005.00 per day 2 in the

period between 1882 and 18961696 the stewart mine as a gold

producer became the most important operation in bingham canyon

it will be recalled that this was during the period of depressiondedression
53

in

ITJ

lead

S
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bureau
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mining

the census op cit p 415

sijSTJ S bureau of the censuscensusp op012olioii cit

300500

datertlatert

p 417

boutwell op cit p 82
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there were in additon to these major producers about

ninety active lead silver and gold mines in the bingham area in
18801860 not counting nonproducingnon prospectsproducing

t-

he production of copper was of secondary importance

during this period the principal claims were the what cheer

hickman murphy kingston and washington all were located on

the so called copper belt on what is now the utah copper mine

interestingly enough the author of the specialsdecialstecial article on

bingham which appears in the tenth census mentions the large
copper stains on the sides of the canyon and the alluvial copper

0deposits in the creeks twenty years later these same signs

attracted the attention of enos A wall to the huge low grade

copper deposit that was finally to become the utah copper mine

placer activity also was of relatively minor importance

durincduringduningduriac this feriodperiodneriod the principal activity had been during 1867

and 1868 much work had been done in 18721873187218751872 18731875 also but very

little thereafter 53

the methods of mining in vogue in bingham at this time

were those common to all western underground mining of the

period modified to some extent by conditions peculiar to

bingham development generally took the form of a series of

tunnels driven along the strike at different levels on the out-

crop with crosscutscross tocuts prove horizontal extent and inclines on

the dip to prove extent in depth some mines also used inclined

U S bureau of the census op citcipp p 406 et seq

U S bureau of the censuscensusp op cit p 419
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shafts sunk from the surface and lateral drifts driven at
regular intervals in descent stopeingstopeinrstoppingSto methodspeing varied con-

siderably according to the character of the ground the square

set caving and fissure mining being the methods most commonly

used

the methods of reduction varied according to the type of

ore carbonate lead silver was treated by direct eltingsmeltingsmellingsm or

by prior roasting when mixed with sulphide ores there were no

facilities for recovering zinc treatment of complex ores was

of course impossible because of technical failings as was the

treatment of low grade ores concentration of lead silver ores

was confined to crushing stamping and treatment in rifflesfifflesrif tiefles
boxes and jigs treatment of gold ores generally consisted of

0
amalgamation on rifflesfiffles following stampingstarn

A

2ping

prime factor in the development of bingham at this
time was the completion of the long anticipated railroad which

brought to bingham the cheap transportation it had so long

needed this road the bingham and camp floyd railroad was pro-

jected to run to bingham camp floyd stockton ophir and

tooelethoele but it progressed only as far as bingham which it reached

in december 18731875 3 the company was incorporated in 1872 with a

capital stock of three hundred thousand dollars which was soon

sold out officers were C W schofield president B W mann

vice president IN B wellesweiles secretary and G W goss

iboutwelllboutwelllB opoutwell cit p 87

outwell op cit p 91

U S bureau of the census op cit p 408
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superintendent the valley terminus of the road was at sandy

station on the east side of the jordan apparently near the
present city of sandy the road was standard gauge with a

third rail from there to jordan west of that point it was

narrow gauge the line was possessed of three engines one

hundred freight cars and four passenger cars in 1874 1 the

western terminal of the line was at bingham in lower bingham

near the present terminal of the denver and rio grande railroad
fromprom the terminal three miles of gravity tramway were built
with connections to the principal mines to bring the ore down

the carsears were returned by mules the freight rates in 1880 from

bingham to sandy ranged from 1.25125 to 3003.00 per ton the
binghamBin andgaam camp floyd railroad continued to function till
18831885 when it purchasedwaspurchasedwas by bhethe denver and rio grande railroad
company it was changed to standard gauge in 1890 it now

connects at midvale

lutahteh
au2u

3burtaburt

generally speaking then the period was one of develop-

ment and progressproo inress mining at bingham the railroad was brought

to the camp three eltersaneltersan had been operated in bingham canyon

and a number of others run on binghamBing oreliamllam a number of well pay-

ing properties had been developed however the industry was not

tah mining gazette march 21 1874
0

U S bureau of the census op cit p 408

urt sylvanus butler the ore deposits of utah united
states geological survey professional paper no ill washington7shingtonwshington
D C U S government printing office 1905 p 119
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without its troubles as we have seen from the record of

individual mines perhaps the most important of these problems

had to do with changing grade and character of the ore nearly

all the ores found near the surface at bingham are more or less
oxidized in the case of lead silver ores this condition pro-

duces an ore known generally as lead carbonate this type of

ore is easily mined and smeltedsmelter and it is rich since this type

of ore was present in large quantities at bingham early mining

proceeded under optimlmoptimimoptimism conditions as far as grade and type of

ore were concerned but as the technical facilities for mining

grew better and more and more ore was produced this situation
changed the ore showed a tendency to decline in grade and more

important to change from the easily reduced oxide to a very

refactoryfactoryprefactoryre sulphide of lead as the mines increased in depth this
ore though rich was not amenable to the rather primitive

smeltingeltingsmellingsm methods of the day thus as the mines were worked deeper

they were confronted with increasing problems and often they were

forced to close

however this circumstance was offset to an extent by a

number of other developments first of all there was constant

uncovering of new deposits of the easily worked ores secondly

the relatively high prices of silver at that time tended to off-

set the declining grade of ores and finally new techniques of

smeltingeltingsmellingsm were being developed which ultimately made it possible to

exploit the sulphide ores

As the lead silver mines of bingham canyon proper became

increasingly involved in these difficulties during the 1880sISSCs
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the center of lead silver mining was in large part transferred
to the eastern slope of the oquirrh range to yosemite gulch

keystone gulch and the adjacent area where new discoverdiscoveries of

ore were made

lesJes

the principal new producers in this area were the lead
mine brooklyn and the yosemite A number of other properties
were active these properties began to take hold about 1885 and

their new production made possible the continued mining of the

lead silver ores for the next eight or nine years unfortunately
aside from some scattered mentlonementionementionedment inloneione later sources no detail
concerning the operation or ownership of these mines remain 2

the development of bingham mining was further advanced

when in 1888 a drop in smelter rates brought about by certain
technical improvements took place this circumstance made

possible the exploitation of the galena ore bodies which had

hitherto been uneconomical to mine As a result mining took a

renewed lease on life and remained the chief occupation of the
camp till 189318951693

this period in the history of bingham saw the inauguration

of an important movement in the economic history of the town the

increasing depth of the mines difficulties with drainage the

alternating character and fluctuating values of the ores among

other factors tended to force the small independent producer to

the wall A man who was working a small claim could not find

boutwelloutwell opppap cit
2united states geological survey mineral resources of

the united states 1886 washington D C government printing
office 1887 p1 1041046
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the money to provide machinery and other needed items or to
give the financial stability necessary to meet the problems of
an erratic market As a result beginning in the ISQCs we find
the consolidation of many claims into large holdings worked by

joint stock companies becoming the typicaltypicalytypictypically indeed almost the
only form of mining organization the movement was begun by

the consolidation of the jordan and galena claims in 1890 and

has been carried on ever since
we find then in bingham canyon between 1865 and 18931895

a period of very active operation in which lead silver ores were

the main product of the district with secondary importance being

given to the production of gold from placer mines and from

oxidized deposits we find the district facing and surmounting

the many problems found in achieving cheap transportation and in

overcoming problems connected with the efficient mining and

treatment of its ores in this period also it is noteworthy

that the great extent and variety of binghamtsbinghairBinghaBing sharrhairhari ores stood her in
good stead through the various stages of her history it remains

to be seen how certain later events changed the production

emphasis of the bingham district and turned it into an entirely
new course

boutwelloutwell op cit p 146
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CHAPTER IV

we have previously traced the development of bingham

from its inception and passed through the epoch of lead silver
mining including the transition from carbonate ores to other

lead ores there remains to be considered another transition
involving the production of oxidized ores and the third and

final epoch extending to the present time that of copper mining

it is well to bear in mind the fact that in spite of an

excellent production record from 1865 onward bingham was in

the 1890 in serious difficulties an indication of the

situation is found in the production statistics by 1890 lead

production had dropped to 17202000170202000 pounds valued at 774000.0077400000
whereas the production for 1875 had been 26000000 pounds

valued at 1586000.00158600000 1

several problems weighed on the minds of mine managers

during this period one was a trend toward dropping lead prices

another was the tendency of bingham ores to change in character

with increasing depth the oxidized zone ores changing to lower

grade sulphide and galena ores

fortunately other minerals existed in conjunction with

the lead ores and they offered an avenue of escape increasingly

exploited As was previously mentioned oxidized gold ores were

B S butlerbutierbutlenbutlers ore deposits of utah washington U S
government printing office 1920 p 345

40
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mined to a considerable extent but their production was of

secondary importance never amounting to more than 1030000010500000105000.00103000.00
per annum of far more importanceaikiik wasoortanceportance silver production which

averaged 500000 per year and which in some years amounted to
nearly 1500000001500000.00 1

it is in this connection that the year 18931895 assumes

significance in the history of bingham in that year bingham

and silver producing camps generally suffered from the repeal

of the bland allison silver purchase act and the closing of the

british indian mints to free coinage this resulted in bringing

about a declining price of silver which immediately affected
production in bingham causing a drop which reached a low of

12108100121081.00 in 189918990 since the ores are mixed in the bingham
2districtthere was a consequent drop in lead productionproduct

it
ioneionolone

is probable that but for the very fortunate variety
of mineralization found in the bingham area the district would

have assumed a minor position in the mineral industry or might

have become a ghost town within a short period in this situa-

tion attention was forced to the consideration of the large

bodies of copper and gold ores which had hitherto been largely
ignoredigno theirrederedonedo successful exploitation inaugurated a new era

in bingham mining

the first area exploited in the attempt to find new

income for bingham was in mining of oxidized gold oresorese pro-

duction of eight thousand ounces of gold in 18941694 jumped to

bid 21bid2rbisiarbisi
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eleven thousand in 1895 and ran between seven thousand two

hundred and ten thousand ounces till 1900 the principal pro-

ducers were the stewart mine and the old jordan

however the most significant operation was conducted at
the highland boy mine at the head of carr fork

the highland boy was located in 18731875 by J W campbell

gold ore ranging from thirty to forty dollars per ton was found

and lead ore of some value was also found it is however

impossible to follow the history of the mine in any detail till
1896 early in that year the highland boy was leased under

option by samuel newhouse who employed as his manager thomas

weirneirnein 2

it was proposed to exploit the rich gold ores lying in

the oxidized zone of the claim by treating these ores by the

cyanidation process after stamp milling A stamp mill and

cyanide plant were accordingly constructed and production got

under way by the fall of 1896 however the enterprise was in

serious difficulties the copper present in the gold ore made

recovery under the cyanide process extremely difficult and

required enormous amounts of cyanide in addition the grade of
z

ore was not all that could be desired the story has it that
by december Newhounewhousenewhousets back was to the wall and that he left for

boutwelloutwell op cit p 84

boutwell op cit p 110 boutwell gives weirleirleinrein as
leaseeceasee but other sources notably rickardsckardtRi history of american
mining and local tradition credit newhouse with ownership
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denver to try to raise money to fill nishis delinquent payroll
while there he received word that copper ore had been discovered
in paying quantities it has been said and it is very possibly
true that copper sulphide ore had been found in a winze off the

fourth level sometime previously but that the winze had been

covered and the information suppressed since the finding of

sulphide ore was regarded as the death blow to a mine depending

on oxide ores later when the situation grew desperate the

winze was uncovered and the ore exploited

whateverNhat theever case in december of 1896 the first shipment

of copper ore was made from the highland boy thus inaugurating

the great epoch of bingham copper production 2 this was not the

first discovery of copper ore in bingham nor the first attempt

made to exploit it but it was a fortuitous discovery of rich
ore at a time when improved reduction techniques and an expanding

market made exploitation possible

the reaction to this discovery was immediate and profound

in 1897 the highlandgalandHi boy mining company was absorbed by the

utah consolidated mining company limited a british corporation

which bought a controlling interest more elaborate production

facilities were introduced the cyanide mill was abandoned and

an aerial tramway constructed from the mine to a railway terminal 53

T A rickard the utah copper enterprise san francisco
the mining and scientific press 1919 p 9171
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because of the utah consolidatedtconsolidatecConsolidateconsolidates s activity copper pro-

duction rose very rapidly reaching 500000 pounds in 1896

1419010 pounds in 1897 2837912285791.2837912283791 pounds in 1898 and

4145038145038.145038 pounds in 1899 1 in 1899 the utah consolidated con-
g

structedstruttedstruc ated 350550 ton smelter at sandy As soon as this plant
came into production a further rise in production took place

in 1901 copper production reached 1442236114422561 pounds 53

the success of the highland boy venture stimulated

further activity in copper mining at bingham during the late
nineties by 1901 various properties were in an active stage

the bingham copper and gold mining was working in the old dalton
and lark mines this company built a smelter at jordan and co-
mpleted the dalton and lark railroad for the purpose of connecting

the mine with the denver and rio grande railroad at dalton junctionjunctions

in

4
0

the same year the united states mining company was co-
nstructing a copper and lead smelter at midvale to treat its ores

from bingham where it had acquired control of the old jordan old

telegraph nez perce and contingent claims production was lead

primarily but diligent search for copper ores was soon undertakenunderunden 5takeno

substantial amounts of copper ore were found in 19031905 principally
r

on the commercial claim

boutwelloutwell op cit p 110

boutwell op cit p 85

boutwell opPP cit
4united

p 1101100liolloliow
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states geological survey mineral resources of the
united states 1901901 washington government printing office 1902
p 1721720
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in 1901 alsoaisoaio the american smeltingeltingsmellingSm and refining company

built a custom smelter for the treatment of lead ores at murray

which in the course of time treated much bingham oreoreloarelo

i-

n 1902 these properties became increasingly active and

new producers entered upon the scene the boston consolidated
mining company acquired a number of claims in carr fork and by

1902 had developed large bodies of ore at depth however no
2smelter was built for some time

at lark the columbia copper corporation had undertaken

successful concentration of copper ores in a pilot plant and was

considering the construction of a large concentrator by the

next year this company had been absorbed into the ohio copper
z

company and large scale operations commenced

in

3
0

19031905 the gintictintic mining and development company commenced

operations on the yampa claim in carr fork A 250 ton smelter was

built in that year together with an aerial tramway and the necesfeces
4sary surface installations

by 1906 these producers had been joined by a number of

others the new england gold and copper company the bingham

central mining company the bingham and new haven copper and gold

united states geological survey mineral resources of the
united states 1901 washingtonWashing governmenttonetono printing office 19021902t
ppo 1721720

2unitedunited states geological survey mineral resources of the
united states 1902 washington government printing office 1903
p 178

united states geological survey mineral resources of the
united states 19031905 washingtonashingtonVi government printing office 1904
p 215
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mining company and the utah apex mining company being the

principal ones all in all there were some forty to fifty
producing mines in bingham during the period under consideration

the most significant event of the period remains to be

considered that is the beginning of the utah copper operation

in 19031905 2

the inception of the utah copper enterprise extends back

some little time in the history of bingham since the early days

the presence of copper stains and alluvial copper precipitates
had been remarked and the presence of a large body of low grade

ore more or less vaguely defined had been known under the

mining methods of early days it was of course impossible to

mine ore of such a low grade various attempts were made to follow

up high grade sulphide streaks in the prophyryprophyr7prop whichhyry formed the

bulk of the deposit but the scattered nature of the ore and the

high cost of the selective mining necessary made operations unpr-
ofitable

the concept of mining the entire disseminated ore body

evidently originated with enos A wall who appeared on the scene

in the eighties wall an experienced mine operator came to

bingham in 1887 where the various indications of coppercooper mineraliza-

tion attracted his attention he took some samplessamnlessambles showing the

united states geological survey mineral resources of the
united states 1906 washington government printing office 1907
p 355555353

0
united states geological survey mineral resources of the

united states 19031905 washington government printing office 1904
p 215
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average grade of ore to be about three per cent copper and con-

ducted some crude panning tests which showed a thirty to forty
per cent concentration to be possible walwai s interest was

aroused he went to the recordertsrecorderrecord office and upon finding the
many claims of the ore body were open he relocated them from

1887 to 1896 wall continued his interest in the matter con-

solidating and extending his claims and doing development work

wall finally came to hold about 400 acres of mineral ground situated
directly over the ore body

in 1896 joseph R delamar who had had previous dealings

with wall at mercur became interested in the property and took

a six months option on three fourths of the property for 3750000057500000575000.00375000

Lamarsdelamar1sdelamarsdelamareDe

00

engineer H A cohen made an examination and ran a

test on seventy six tons of ore discovering that a sixty to

seventy per cent concentrate averaging twenty eight to thirty
three per cent copper could be made howeverHo itweverS appears that

cohens report on the property was unfavorable for delamar

allowed his option to drop

shortly after this time cohen was replaced on delamartsdelamar

staff by victor clement who evidently was able to reinterest
delamar for in 1896 delamar secured another option for one fourth

interest at 50000.005000000 and on a second quarter at 250000.0025000000

this time the examination was undertaken by two young engineers

in delamarsdelamartsdelamareDeLaDe employmantsmarTsLamars at mercur R C gemmel and D C jackling

in 1899 clement purchased for delamar a one quarter outright

interest for 50000.005000000 and a one year option on an additional
quarter at 25000000250000.000250000000250000.00 and a three quarter interest for 1250000.00125000000
on this understanding exploratory work began

solidating

erts

DeLamarts

37500000
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jacklingjackling1s report showed 12585000 tons of ore developed

with an average copper content of two per cent an estimated
tonnage of twentyfivetwenty millionfive was advanced concentration

tests indicated that a 71.707170 per cent recovery was possible
with an average copper content of 21.752175 per cent yielding 550755.07

per ton the results of the test were still under consideration
when delamar and clement had a quarrel for some reason As a

result clement was replaced by H A cohen who evidently vetoed

the wall properties again because delamar dropped his option

retaining only the one quarter interest his expenditure had

been 46000.004600000 altogether

for a time after this the property went begging in
1900 it was offered to the guggenheims and to marcus daly and

refused in 1902 it was offered to john hays hammond to the
general electric company and to the tharsisthansis copper and sulphur
company all of them refused it in 19031905 an attempt to interest
W A clarkdarkmark ailedfailedcalledf

in the meantime jackling had leftlef the employ of delamar

and entered that of the united states reduction and refining
company in colorado in 1902 jackling was able to secure the

backing of charles macnellmacneil spencer penrose and charles A tutt
of the united states reduction and refining company and he

approached wall for an option he was refused while he was on

his errand in salt lake where wall resided jackling met

H A cohen and somehow induced the latter to go to wall on

jacklingjackling1s behalf cohen went to vall and spoke of having

s 12 385000.385000

t
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new york friends that would be willing to find money forrorcor theuhe

binghamBin undertakingchamrham if a reasonable option could be given nl

wall agreed to sell half of his holdings for 400000.0040000000 but
imposedposedkoseddosed certain conditions of equipment and development cohen

enlisted the aid of W S mccornick a salt lake banker and the
two succeeded in bringing wall to terms wall agreed to an

option of one half of his undivided interest and 3500000055000000550000.00350000.00

cash he further agreed to the organization of a joint stock

company wall retaining the righirightrigh4 to nominate one member of the

governing board cohen then delivered the option to jackling who

took it to macnellmacneil

macneil spencer penrose and R A F penrose then came

to bingham and proceeded to negotiate a new option wall was to

get 38500000385000.00 for fifty five per cent of the property theme

macneil penrose group were to purchase delamartsdelamarfdelamarrDeLa smantsmarfmartsmartmant quarter leaving

wall with a twenty per cent holding in shares and bonds the

whole was based on a six months option with right of extension

at five thousand dollars per month this right was used for

seven months so wall was paid 420000.0042000000 in all delamar sold

out for 125000.0012500000
on june 4 19031905 theJ utah copper company was organized and

issued shares some months later a reorganization and reissue

took place various bond issues were subsequently made and under

written by the guggenheimqggeriheimG exploration corporation and by

T A rickard A history of american mininemining new york
mcgraw hill book company 19321952 p 148
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united states geological survey mineral resources of the
united states 1904 washington government printing officoffice 1905
p 237257

united states geological survey mineral resources of the
united states 1905 washington government printing office 1906
p 354554
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mr george E addy june 10 1949
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hayden stone and company of new york by 1910 the company had

a capital of twentyfivetwenty millionfive dollars and was well situated
financially 1

the active operation of the utah copper property began

in 19031905 and consisted of extensive development of the ore body

by ordinary underground methods and by churn drilling the co-
nstruction of a seven hundred ton concentration mill was begun at

32the junction of dry fork and bingham canyon by 1905 the three
thousand ton concentrator at magna was begun and operations were

z

being conducted on a large scale

in the meantime a new producer of very considerable pro-

portions had appeared on the scene about 1904 the boston

consolidated mining company had commenced operations on a group

of claims lying to the southeast of the utah copper properties
and situated upon the same ore body the boston con property

also contained a considerable amount of sulphide ore of good

grade the boston con was organized by samuel newhouse who had

sold his interest in the highland boy and who had since then

become interested in various other enterprises in utah operations

were commenced first in mining of sulphide ores by usual under-

ground methods by 1906 a four thousand ton concentrator was

lrickardtpickardspickardtplR opickard cit
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being constructed at arthur for treating of the low grade

ores developed in the course of the other mining

one of the most interesting aspects of the early operation

of the utah copper and the boston con properties is the question

of the mining methods used A type of block caving system was

used exclusively in the operation of both concerns from 19031905 to

1906 this system worked as well as expected but due to the

character of the ground proved to be more costly than anticipated
and dangerous in the bargain

the method which was ultimately substituted for caving

was that of surface stripping the most immediately noticeable

characteristic of low grade mining at bingham it appears that
jacklingjacJae hadkling anticipated strip mining from the first but had used

underground methods in order to get into immediate production

without spending a year or two stripping useless capping rock

the example of strip mining with steam shovels had already been

set in the iron mining of the mesabi district and knowledge of

this method was quite widespread but it was though impossible

to use the process at bingham because of the steepness of the
g2hills however it was determined to try the method and once

the ore was proved and the concentrators ready stripping was

commenced the utah copper put a shovel into operation in

statement given in a personal interview with
mr george E addy june 10 1949

0
T A rickard the utah copper enterpriseenterprisenterprise san francisco

the mining and scientific press 1919 p 47
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august 1906 however the caving system was continued foryoryop some

time longer because it was about a year before stripping operations

became productive

the boston consolidated companyscompany1scompanesComp engineersanys were evidently

thinking along the same lines the stripping operations of that
company were inaugurated june 24 1906 howeverHow undergroundeversevero

mining was carried on in that property for some time also

the next important step in the development of porphyry

copper mining at bingham was taken in 1901 when the utah copper

and boston consolidated holdings were consolidated through an

exchange of stock utah copper increasing its capitalization
32from 7500007500000 shares to 2500000 the new company soon began

the construction of the bingham and garfield railroad for the

purpose of transporting ore between the mines and the mills

this would insure ore delivery which had not been altogether

satisfactory over the denver and rio grande the arthur plant of

the boston consolidated was shut down and remodeled to bring its
capacity up to eight thousand tons and various alterations were

made throughout the boston consolidated property

the production of the utah copper and boston consolidated

properties resulted in a marked rise in copper production in

bingham after the turn of the century gross production values

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1907 washington government printing office
1908pp 456591456
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of copper in bingham were 1100444001100444.00110024440011002444.00 in 1896 in 1910 they

were 157550900015755090.00157350900015735090.00
the

1

principal underground mines previously mentioned con-

tinued to be active and profitable producers during the time the

utah copper was coming to the fore in 1906 however the mining

industry at bingham was dealt a setback when smelter operations

in salt lake valley were enjoined pending settlement of litigation
0concerning crop damage done by smelter smoke As a result

mining operations were curtailed during part of 1907 the

situation was finally solved by the moving of some smelterseltersshelterssm and

by installation of facilities for the removal of harmful elements
z

from the smoke of others

in 1907 also a large concentrator was put in operation at

lark by the ohio copper company and mining of low grade ores by
A

the caving system undertaken
one of the most interestingerestinEenestineint developments in bingham during

this period was the arrival of one of the most colorful figures

in american mining F augustus heinze in 1906 heinze acquired

control of the bingham consolidated and ohio copper properties

thus inaugurating a decade during which he was one of the dominant

boutwell op22 cit p 110
p
united states geological survey mineral resources of

the united states 1906 washington government printing office
1907 p 405

united states geological survey mineral resources of
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figures of utah mining heinze was noted not for technical
contributions to mining or for the opening of new mines but for
his adventurous sailings on the seas of high finance when he

arrived on the utah scene heinze was a past master of this art
having participated in the copper wars in butte during the

previous few years there against no less an antagonist than
marcus daly he had fought what amounted to a drawn battle in
utah heinze proceeded to follow the same lines of action to the

no small dismay of many men in mining circles in utah heinzeheinzelsheinzelm

classic coup in utah concerns the smelter which paid dividends

for ten years without treating a pound of ore

soon after his arrival in utah heinze had been instru-
mental in bringing about the organization of the silver king

coalition mining company As a reward for his efforts in this
regard heinze was given an exclusive contract to smelt silver
king oresones provided that he build and maintain a smelter in utah
heinze then let out his contract to smelt the ores in question

for a lower rate than in his contract with the silver king thus

turning a neat profit without any expenditure whatsoever As

soon as this became known the silver king hailed heinze into the

courts pointing out that the terms of the contract required

heinze to maintain a smelter in utah whereupon heinze acquired

the majestic smelter near milford utah a plant that had been

last operated in the ISVOs and was situated forty miles from

the nearest railroad connection this smelter was put in nominal

workinsworking order and heinze announced his willingnesswilling tomess treat all

He inzels

oress
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ores shipped to him the suit of the silver king was quashed and

heinze continued to collect on the differential between his two

contracts

this episode is not directly connected with bingham but

it serves to illustrate the methods not only of heinze but of
many of the mining magnates of that day heinze did not do much

manipulating in bingham confining his operations to the alleged
milking of his two properties there to provide funds for his

2operations elsewhere

the period from 1896 to 1914 was one of great prosperity

for bingham high metal prices cheap labor low costs and the

discovery of new ore bodies and technical processes made an era

of sustained high production and revenue

the leading producer after 1911 was the utah copper companyComp

whichwhenwhich

anys

consolidatedwhen with the boston consolidated company faryar

outclassed in quantity of production any other mine in the

district indeed as early as this the prosperity began to

acquire the reputation it has held ever since of producing

fabulous tonnigestonnageston ofnages ore for instance in 1911 the total
production of the utah copper company was 4680801 tons of ore

z

which when treated yielded 984362449845624498436244 pounds of copper in this
year also the bingham and garfield railroad begun earlier by the

goodwin weekly january 7 19131915

oodwin2goodwinsoo weeklydwin february 8 19131915

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united statesstate 1911 washington government printing office
1912p 765
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company was completedmpleted thus insuring the delivery of larger
tonnigestonnageston tonages the milling plant this road ran from garfield to
bingham with connections over the western pacific tracks to

salt lake city with a total trackage of about twenty miles its
principal business was hauling ore but it also provided passenger

freight and express service from salt lake city it was a wholly

owned subsidiary of the utah copper company

another leading producer in the district was the ohio

copper company which in spite of the activities of mr heinze

operated throughout the period from 1907 to 1914 producing about
2

250000 to 300000500000 tons annually the operation was handicappedhandicap
however by having to transport its entire output through the

five mile mascott tunnel the handicap was caused nobnot by the

length or difficulty of the trip but by high charges levied for

the use of the tunnel which was owned by the bingham mines company

heinze owned a controlling interest in both companies and he was

able to force payment by the ohio copper company he evidently

thought it expedient to milk one company into the other rather
than to milk them both at the same time the ohio copper company

did however pioneer an underground caving system of considerable

technical importance

the utah consolidatedtconsolidatedsConsolidate s highland boy mine continued to

hold an important place among the underground mines of the district
the production of this property during this period was chiefly

bid
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comparatively high grade sulphide copper ores and up to 1907

the mine had been the largest and cheapest producer in utah
production amounted to roughly 250000 tons per year during the

period and the mine consistently paid dividends 2

the utah apex property continued to be prominent during

this period producing chiefly lead silver ores from a group of

consolidated claims situated in carr fork for a time the
company operated the markham mill in conjunction with the utah
development company however in 1909 this mill was sold and

the construction of another exclusively owned by the apex company
z

begun the expansion of the property continued apace and by

1914 gross earnings were 894456.0089445600 4

the united states company carried on their operations in

the east fork with marked success the property belnabeingbeinabetna a very

steady and profitable producer with an output approximating

150000 tons of copper ore and 50000 tons of lead ore per year

this concern is responsible for some outstanding developments

in the smeltingeltingsmellingsm of bingham ores particularly the introduction of

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1906 washington government printing office
1907 p 354554

united2united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 18961914 washington government printing
office 189819151898 passim1915

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united statesstate 1909 washington government printing office
1911 p 4774770

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1914 washington government printing office
1916 p 743745
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the huff electrostatic zinc separation process at their smelter

in midvale in 1909 by this process it became possible for the

first time to save the zinc content of bingham ores thus adding

to the value of ore production

the yampa mine operated by the tintletintie mining and development

company and situated in carr fork began its life in 1904 and con-

tinued an active producer for some seven years in 1904 this
company erected a 250 ton smelter in the lower part of bingham

canyon and three years later completed a 12000 foot tramway to

connect it with the smelter at the same time the electrificationlectrificationelectrification
of most of the property was completed a step which was soon

2followed by the other outstanding producers in the district
shortly after the capacity of the smelter was enlarged to one

thousand tons per day high production continued to 1910 when

declining grade of ores and high production costs presented

insurmountable obstacles which finally forced the company to

close its smelter and curtail mining operation

another significant operation was conducted at the head

of carr fork by the utah metal and tunnel company which in 1910

undertook the driving of a tunnel under westivestW mountainest for the

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1909 washington government printing office
1611 p 477

0united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1907 washington government printing orficeoffice
1909 p 458

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1910 washingtonshingtonashington government printing office
1912 p 593595
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purpose of draining the mines there and developing the ore

bodies at depth the tunnel was completed in 19131915 having a

length of 11494 feet with a waterflowwater offlow 750000 gallons per

day 2

two collateral enterprises of considerable importance

which were begun during the period between 1896 and 1914 in
bingham were the copper belt railroad and the highline extension

of the denver and rio grande railroad the former was a company

organized in 1900 for the purpose of building a railroad within

the canyon so that ore shipments from the mines high up in the

canyon might be facilitated the line when completed connected

with the denver and rio grande road at bingham and extended up

the east fork as far as the workings of the ohio copper company

and then by means of a bridge and switchbacksswitch crossedbacks to the

other side of the canyon and ran up carr fork as far as the

present site of the armstrong tunnel later when the boston

consolidated company began to operate the road was extended up

muddy fork the road was narrow gauge and was of necessity so

steep in grade at places as TO present serious difficulties
in operation in spite of the use of shay engines nevertheless

the construction of this road increased ore shipments appreciably

since it replaced team freighting for distances of three miles

and more railroading under these conditions had its problems

and has been described as a fight to get up hill and then one

statement of mr george E addy june 10 1949

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 19131915 washington government printing office
1916 p 402
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to keep from falling down on numerous occasions runaways

occurred and once a derailed train ended up on the main street
of bingham after wrecking some houses on its trip down the

mountainside

the denver and rio grande highline came into being as a

result of the operation of the utah copper mine in the early days

of the mine the denver and rio grande handled all the ores pro-

duced to the mills at magna As stripping operations were con-

templated which would produce large tonnigestonnageston ofnages ore high in the
canyon a series of long switchbacksswitch werebacks built off the main line
beginning at lead mine so that the road mightmi beht brought to the

elevation of the pit in this manner the steep grades and con-

sequent difficulties which troubled the copper belt railroad were

avoided the highline was standard gauge and when stripping was

commenced handled cars directly from the mine this road set

something of a record when it cleared six thousand tons of ore

out of its yards in a single day but it was still not enough to

keep up with the demand of the mills or the production of the

mine eventually the shipment of utah copper ore was taken over

by the bingham and garfield railroad and the highline was

abandoned

to sum up the period of binghanbinghamsginghams s history between 1896

and 1914 was remarkable for the introduction and instant success

of copper mining it was a period of sustained high production

alt lake mining

1

2

templated

Binghams
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with consequent high profits to the companies and prosperity

for the camp secondly the trend toward consolidation con-

tinued as is evidenced by the decreased number of properties
coupled with their increased size more and more capital was

needed for successful operations consequently large amounts of

eastern and foreign capital were introduced with the result that
the larger part of the industry of bingham was closely integrated

with large eastern financial interests bingham more and more

began to represent the modern type of industrial mining
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CHAPTER V

with the first world warwan bingham passed into the fourth
and final period of her economic development it was a period

which must be regarded as essentially one of the extension and

culmination of earlier trends first of all the years 191419401914

exhibit

1940

the tendency of mining properties to consolidate in order

to overcome technical and financial problems in the early days

of the camp there were perhaps ten or twelve important or

potentially important producers at any given time with often

fifty or more minor properties in the process of development by

the 1920 however there were only half a dozen major producers

one of which produced millions of tons more than the rest combined

moreover the number of small properties was reduced to a dozen

or less the process of consolidation carried on through the

years had tended to absorb the smaller concerns so that by 1920

about ninety per cent of the producing mineral ground was co-
ntrolled by six large companies

A further significant change in the industry is found in

the passing of the independent smelter between 1870 and 1890

numerous small smelterseltersshelterssm were operated in bingham or in nearby

salt lake valley in the late eighties and nineties most of

these smelterseltersshelterssm were forced to the wall by exhaustion of the ore

based on an analysis of the number of producing companies
and quantity of production by the writer

62
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deposits on which they drew by low grade of complex ores or

often by lack of improvedimn facilitiesroved and bad management thus
such works as the mingo germania and utah lead smelterselterssheltersSm were

forced to close down their place was taken by smelterseltersshelterssm connected

with the larger mining companies thus the utah consolidated
and united states mining companies built smelterseltersshelterssm which were

intended for their exclusive use but which later began to do

custom work these works and others of their type by means of

new techniques and large resources were able to keep uuud with

changes in the industry and to effectually overcome competition

by the time of the first world yarwar smeltingeltingsmellingsm was almost exclusively

in the hands of three companies united states smelt ingrefininging

and

refining
mining company the international eltingsmeltingsmellingSm and refining

company and the american smeltingeltingsmellingSm and refining company all
these concerns were more or less closely linked with larger

interests in the east

the period in question was one of increasing achievement

in copper mining larger and larger tonnigestonnageston werenages mined and

higher and higher recoveries of copper made it was in this
field of course that utah copper outclassed all other properties

however correspondingly great progress was made in silver lead

and zinc mining and in underground copper mining

production during thesefcnesemcnese years was largely in the hands

of four large prooertiesproperties utah copper company the utah

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1919 washington government printing office
1921 p 377577
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cutcntont the war years reaching a high

of 72866895.007286689500 the closing years of the war saw a gradual

tapering off and the post war slump dealt a staggering blow to

bingham as evidenced by an annual production of 6651346006651546006651546.006651346.00

in 1921 when all the mines in bingham were entirely shut down

or their operations drastically curtailed however a revival
commenced the next year and production values mounted to a high

of 6980392700698059270069805927.0069803927.00 in 1929 ginghamsbingham1sbinghamsBing economyhams with that of the

rest of the nation responded to the crash of 1929 and three

bid

2all2a11aall figures taken from table in appendix I1 for sources
see table

libidbibid
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consolidated mining company later the utah delaware mining

company the utah apex mining company and the united states
eltingsmeltingsmellingSm refining and mining company those properties which

might be classed as being in a secondary position as far as

amount of production was concerned were the utah metal and tunnel
company bingham mines company and the ohio copper company

relatively minor properties included the silver shield ueen

new england bingham coalition utah bingham conger bingham

amalgamated hayes the montana bingham and many others 1

the economic history of the bingham district as a whole
0is traced best from the production figures of the period in

1914 corresponding with a slight drop in the copper market at

the beginning of world war I1 gross production value dropped to

255572400025557240.00 the next year however under the stimulus of

war production the gross production value rose to 3922379300592257950059225795.0039223793.00
and this rise continued throughthroughout

queen

2

25 537.537 1240001240.002553724000

3922379300
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consecutive drops brought production to a low of 9205725.00920572500
in 19321952 afteraf thatter year there was a gradual but pronounced

rise of value under improved business conditions to 3370791800557079180055707918.0033707918.00
in 19381958 A jumpy copper market started a brief slip in 19391959 but

the onset of the war brought values up to 5001303400500150540050015054.0050013034.00 and the

next year production jumped again to 70540717.007054071700 from this
brief summary it can be seen that binghamsbinghanginghams s economy followed

that of the nation quite closely within this period of three
booms and two depressions some of the most interesting develop-

ments in bingham came forth
the history of the individual properties of bingham

though tied to the samesarnesanne general pattern is somewhat complicated

the outstanding operation of the whole period is of course the

utah copper company

me year 1914 with its jumpy copper market forced

reduction of operations at the utah copper property to fifty per

cent of capacity but still 6470166 tons of ore were produced

by this time steam shovel operations were well under way and

underground mining had been entirely discontinued the property

was in splendid shape to meet the demands which were placed upon

it when world war I1 brought with it high metal prices and

correspondingly high production effort in 1917 the peak year

12542000 tons of ore were produced and a nearly equal amount
2

of waste removed the general depression which came in the

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1914 washington government printing office
1917 p 725

2unitedunited states geological survey mineral resourcresourcesresource of
the united states 1921 washington government printing office
19321952 p 193195
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twenties had its effect however and in 1921 operations were

curtailed except for some development work

improving business conditions through the late twenties
made themselves felt in the operationsone ofrationsnations the utah copper company

and by 1929 production reached an all time high to that date

of 17724100 tons of ore in that year also dividends totaled
forty per cent of the production value

however with the crash of 1929 production dropped

fifty per cent immediatelyediatelymediately and continued to drop no dividends

were paid in 19321952 19331953
J

and 19341954 and large losses were sustained

to keep the property operating even on a reduced basis but in
19351955 a decided upswing took place which continued with a slight
tremor in 19361956 to 19381958 in that year the company undertook a

major project in the construction of a mile and a quarter

vehicular tunnel to connect upper and lower bingham thus per-

mitting extension of stripping operations on ground formerly
2occupied by the town and the county road

with the onset of world lyanwariyarwanivar II11 there was a short recession

similar to that of 1914 with the coming of the war however

high metal prices insured profit for the mine the upswing was

even more pronounced in 1940 when a new production record of

1931020019510200 tons was attained 3

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1929 washington government printing office
19321952 ppie 616gig

2unitedunited states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 19381958 washington government printing office
19381656 p 4440444

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1940 washington government printing office
1940 p 458
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throughoutthroughThrouCh theout period the utah copper property was the

leader in utah and in the nation in tonnage produced and in the

recovery of ore numerous technical contributions of significance

have come out of the operations which have served as the proto-

type and forerunner of the so called porphyry copper mines

the united states operation in the east fork continued to

hold a significant position among the underground mines of the

district particularly in the production of silver lead and

zinc ores in 1914 production averaged roughly 20000 tons per

year of lead zinc and copper ores 2 development and production

continued apace except for 1921 when curtailment of operations

was necessary by 1929 production had reached the rate of

216500 tons in 1929 also the company acquired the bingham

mines company thus coming into the control of the mascott

tunneltunnels which penetrates the eastern portion of the oqulrrhsoquirrhs in
4an importantportentim mineral bearing section though the 1929 peak

soon was lowered considerably by the depression the company was

able to maintain operations on a reduced scale throughout the

period of crisis with the general upswing in the copper market

A B parsons the porphyry coppers new york mcgraw

hillelii 1937 p 57

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1914 washington government printing office
19161911619116. p 749

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1929 washington government printing office
193215 pptaplopia 648
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in 19381958 the property was able to resume full scale operations

which were maintained to 1940

the bingham mines company or the bingham consolidated
as it is sometimes called operated the dalton and lark and

yosemite groups and drove the mascott tunnel the ohio copper

company operated through the tunnel which provided the sole

practicable outlet for its ore thus the two properties are

somewhat bound up with one another both properties were at one

time controlled by F A heinze whose activities have been pre-

viously mentioned in 1916 control of these two properties
passed to other hands and a considerable upswing in production

took place aided by the war and its high prices the bingham

mines company maintained operations on a fair scale for some

five years in 1921 in common with most of the other mines in

the district it was shut down the late twenties saw a partial
revival till in 1929 the company was absorbed by the united

states company production consisted largely of lead zinc ore

with some silver and lesser amounts of copper ore with some iron

fluxingflexing ore considerable difficulty was encountered because of
0

declining ore values in the latter days of the property

the ohio copper company continued to produce till 1918

when the newly remodeled mill was crippled by the burning of the

crushing plant this circumstance coupled with declining grade

goodwin weekly december 16 1916

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1919 washington government printing officeotffce
1922 p 440
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of ore and a drop in copper prices led to the curtailment of

operations however in 1922 the company commenced the interesting
project of leaching the ore body in place water was pumped to

the top of the old caved stopes and distributed through themtriem

being allowed to percolate through the broken ore thus taking

into solution the copper content when the water reached the

mascott tunnel level it was collected and the copper content

precipitated by scrap iron and the water recirculated this
practice was highly successful large amounts of copper being

produced for instance in 1927 production was 4825587825587.825587 pounds

of nearly pure copper 2 this operation was maintained till
Z

1931 when the depression forced a shut down the ohio copper

property remained dormant till 19381958 when a tailings retreatment

plant was built at lark this plant was operating successfully

in 1940

the history of the next three properties may best be

considered as a whole since they are near neighbors are all
situated on the same formation and now constitute one holding

beginning with the southernmost these mines are utah metal and

tunnel company the utah consolidated mining company and the

utah apex mining company the history of all of these properties

ibid
p
united states geological survey mineral resources of

the united states 1927 washington government printing office
19301950 ppo 665

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 19311951 washington government printing office
1554 p 69866856816
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during this period revolves to a large extent about a prolonged

series of disputes arising out of apex rights
there is a well established mining law that whoever owns

the apex that is the point where it comes nearest the surface
of a dipping lode or vein may mine that ore body as far down as

he cares to follow it regardless of those owning land under which

the lode dips in the region under consideration apexes of many

lodes occur which dip into neighboring properties each of the

properties followed its ore bodies down and sooner or later
started mining in its neighbortsneighborneighbors territory probably more

litigation has arisen over this rule than any other single pro-

vision of mining law and the situation in bingham was certainly
no exception

what might be determined the definitive settlement of
apex rights in bingham occurred between 1918 and 19231925 in a series
of lawsuits between the utah consolidated and the utah apex As

early as 1918 forewarnings were noticed when tiethetle utah consolidated

settled an apex suit with the utah metal and tunnel company on

terms favorable to the latter in return for a waiver of apex rights

in 1918 also the utahutellutain consolidated purchased the holdings of the

yampa mining company all this presumably in a move to better its
position for a forthcoming suit

finally in december of 1916 the utah consolidated filed
suit againsagainst the utah apex for 500000.0050000000 for alleged removal of

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1918 washington government printing office
1921 p 396596
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ores in the formers ground in the dana fissure area the

utah apex brouchtbroughtbroupht countersuit in the amount of 1750000.00175000000
alleging the mining of ores in the leadville area belonging to

the former extensive preparations were made by both partiesdartiesbarties
to the suit mine models maps and sections were made and

numerous expert witnesses brought into consultation thousands

of feet of development work werewene done in order to demonstrate
2

the various geological theories involved after prolonged

arguementargu theement case was decided in december 1921 in favor of

the utah apex and the utah consolidated ordered to render an
53

accounting of the ores mined the case was appealed but denied

the two parties failed to agree on the amount of damages and

thus a whole new series of suits were launched which after
denial of appeal were finally settled in favor of the utah apex

4damages being set at 1154928.98115492898
the central point of dispute was whether or not certain

formations which apexed on utah consolidated ground were true

lodes or not the decision rendered was of the utmost value in
clarifying the status of other properties in the district and

elsewhere in snitespite of its legal and geologicalceologeolo interestical the

suit as fatal to one party the utah consolidated found it
necessary to borrow 41300000001500000001500000.0041300000.00 fromfronyron the international

deseret news december 16 1918
0statement of mr george E addy bingham canyon

august 16 1949

alt lake tribune december 16 1921

alt lake tribune marchmanchearchllarch 7 19231925
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smeltingeltingsmellingSm and refining company to pay its judgementjud andgement as a

result control of the property passed into the hands of the

latter concern the utah consolidated was shortly revived under

the name of the utah delaware mining company

during 1914 and after both the utah apex and the utah

consolidated produced at very high rates and expanded their
plants considerably both constructing mills and various other

0facilities the utah apex was considerably hampered in the

spring of 1917 by a severe mine fire but otherwise production
was high till the depression of 1921 forced the halting of full

T

scale operations however both operations did very well in

the years following up to 1929 when both companies found it
necessary to stop operations between 19321952 and 19371957 both

entirely discontinued company operations and produced entirely
by leasing in 19371957 the apparent necessity of more economical

production led the two companies to consolidate their holdings

under the name of the national tunnel and mines company for the

purpose of driving a tunnel from a point near tooelethoele in order to

drain the deeper workings of both mines thus avoiding much

expensive pumping in 19381958 this enterprise called the eitonelton
tunnel was begun and was still in progress in 1940 these

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 19231925 washington government printing office
1927 p 435455

statement of mr george E addy bingham canyon
august 16 1949

iJ A norden field notes on mine fire MSS utah apex
mining company records field notes series vol 27
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preparations and an improved metal market served to revive

operations to a considerable extent after 19371957

the

1

utah metal and tunnel company expanded its operations

by the absorbtionabsorptionabsorb oftion its neighbor the bingham and new haven in
0

1916 operations were carried on on the company account till
1921 when dropping prices forced the inauguration of a small

leasing program which was continued till 1925 when the utah

delaware company leased some ground and financed the development

of considerable bodies of copper ore in the slump of 1929 the

mine was shut down entirely except for some small leases in
19341954 leasing on a large scale was revived the upper levels of

the mine being leased to the utah delaware company and the lower

to the american eltingsmeltingsmellingSm and refining company nevertheless

exhaustion of the ore bodies forced the shutting down of the

entire propertyproD inertyenty 19361956 at which time surface rights and water

rights were sold to the utah copper company the property was

still closed in 1940 4

thus it has been attempted to outline the economic

history of bingham through the three epochs of lead silver gold

and copper mining and to show the response of the industry to

istatementlstatementinstatement of mr george E addy bingham canyon
august 16 1949

2deseret2peseret news april 2 1918

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 1927 washington government printing office
1550 p 966666996
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challenge in the form of changing ore varying prices and the

inherent difficulties of mining that the responseresopeso wasonse vigorous

is amply demonstrated in view of the continued life and progress

of the district the economic contribution of bingham to utah and
s

the nation is indicated by the fact that up to 1940 the total gross

production value of all ores was 1285177699.00128517769900 and of this
amount not less than 25000000000250000000.00 was paid out in dividends

erent

250 00000000000000.00
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CHAPTER VI

in the previous chapters attention has been confined

chiefly to the economic factors in binghamsbingham1sginghamsBing historyhams with some

consideration devoted to the facts of early settlement though

the story of binghamBing maylaamitam be said to be determined primarily by

economic factors a very strong secondary influence is to be

found in the various social forces active in ginghamsbingham1sbinghamsBing historyhamshems

in this social history some of the most interesting aspects of

the study are found

bingham during the larger part of its history and to
some extent at the present time exhibits the contrast between

the mining community and the farming community in utah the

difference in society in attitudes in population even in
appearance has never failed to impress even the most casual

observerobserversobserved but there has been little agreement of the interpreta-
tion of these differences those visitors to bingham who have

had an anti mormon axe to grind have been prone to contrast
the happy activity and bustle of the mining camps with the

torpor of the valley towns under the sway of mormonism those1

who have been more or less favorable to the mormonscormons have tended

to point out the peace and quiet good government and social
order of the mormon towns compared with the disorganized and

lj II11 beadle the undeveloped west or five years in the
territories philadelphia the national publishing company 1873
p 342542
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calloused society to be found in the mining camps onegneagne of the

latter school visitingvisivlsi binghamtinbtinE in july 18731875 had this to say

concerning the town

the village of bingham five miles within the canyon
is remarkable for nothing especially different from other
mining camps already described excepting that murders are
rather more common A few days before our arrival there
was a lively family difficulty in which a father and his
three sons were killed their relations contemplate
shooting the murderer when they catch him and as in that
case the murderersmurderer friends will go for them and that going
for will be avenged there is likely to be a diminution of
the population of the camp

bingham is a healthy locality as to climate but there
are other influences which make life quite as insecure as
where yellow fever and cholera prevail whisky kills a
great many people not accounted in the little cemetarycometary as
murdered the number of headstones telling of violent
death by the pistol and knife is quite appalling the
burying ground is getting to be a little respectable now
theretstheretheres two fellers in there said my informant who
died a natural death allali theth rest of temlem would have been
alive now if they1edtheyled kept clear of whisky and lived
peaceable nl

the language is probably overdrawn for the sake of effect but

there is corroboration of the three murders in a contemporary
2newspapernew

A

spaDero

rather more complete view of bingham is provided in

the reminiscences of georgeceorge robert bird who came west from

new york in the seventies arriving in bingham in 1875 he says

this shanty city was along a narrow canyon which began
in the low foot hills covered with sage brush and then
extended upward with a sinuous course to what was known as
upper bingham where in winter the snow lies deep and slides
are common all sorts of people were there jew
gentiles and mormonscormonsMor themons business was almost entirely

john codman the mormon country A summer with the latter
day saints new york united states publishing company 1874 p 153133

eseretdeseret2 news
it

weekly july 30 18731875 mentions the killing of
old man cotton and his two sons rather than three A third

relative was wounded in the fray however and was believed in
danger of death later his wounds proved not so serious
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hebraic the mining almost to a man gentile but by no
means gentle and the teaming and toilingtolling by jack
mormonscormons this canyon was well occupied by
this industrious town against the rocky sides the
houses pressed their backs while their fronts of more
varied designs of uglinessuS lookedliness boldly on the street
this street was a narrow affair without pretense of road
work and was simply a wagon tralltrail up which supplies and
men were carried people throngedthrongerthron itged because there was no
other place to walk A side walk was an unthought of thing
little suggestions of such a possibility were seen in littleplatforms built before the saloons and hotels
these were nice things to land on in stepping from the
stage on a muddy day and in good weather an excellent place
for pedestrians to clean their huge boots or take a free
rest the street was a sight at all times for a street
sweeper the litter was terrific for it was the custom
of the housekeepershouse tokeepers sweep the surolussurplus contents out of
their houses with a dash of the broom into the street
and then to bang their doors with an air of hav-
ing done a good days work

the grand climax of this was on monday morning after
the strenuous work of sunday was over the camp rest day
but not religious day packs of cards used and cast away
by those in bad luck were swept out by the bar keep and
the roadway looked like an outdoor gamblers paradise

the hells were all indoors and you had to go within
to see them and smell them I1 do not deny that the odors
of the place came out but the sniff you got when mixed
with oxygen and the ozone of the bingham hills was nothing
in its strength to the full blast of the interiors

the rest of the canyon was taken up by the river or
crik that was always trying to pass down and squeeze

its way with considerable noise over boulders through
fifflesriffles and sluices set in its way by the industrious
placer miner and get out in the open to find its peace in
the bosom of the river jordan I1 need not name the other
occupants of this narrow vent in the hills since they
were only tarantulas rattlesnakes and mammoth spiders 1

bird goes on to mention among several other bloody

affairs gunfights and homicides the affair of rory macdonald

the stage driver and taylor the shoemaker the issue at point

george robert bird tenderfoot days in territorial utah
boston the goreham press 1918 p 154 et seq mr bird wrote

sometime after the events he witnessed and his memory is not
accurate in all details further his work bears signs of hav-
ing been sensationalized to some extent however it is borne
out by other contemporary sources and his description seems to be
essentially correct

bZ

camps

11crik
1
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was macdonald1syiacdonalds attentions to tayloistaylortstaylorsTay wifeloislortslols the latter told
macdonald to go heeled for he was out to get him rory

settled matters by shooting taylor with a sawed off shotgun as

the latter sat bending over his work the populace thought this
action rather unsportsmanlike and macdonald left town one jump

ahead of a necktie party

between 1870 and 1880 the deseret news weekly takes note

of twelve deaths in bingham allali classified as murder or manslaughter

twotvo of these crimes are of considerable interest if not much

historical significance
one which indicates the layer of plain hard brutality

which underlay most of the events of this typetyoetydety isoe the cotton

affair previously mentioned by codman the details are obscure

suffice it to say that after a prolonged feud S M butcher and

two of his friends had a showdown with the cotton clan and after
a prolonged rightfight two of the latter party were killed con-

siderable interest was taken by the press in the fact that both

the cotton boys were shot five times each yet refused to die and

were finally disposed of as they lay by stabbing and a shotgun

blast respectively there was considerable furore in the camp

and threats of lunchinglynchinglyn wereching made but the parties concerned were
0finally brought to trial

birdbind op cit this item is partially corroborated from
two other sources neetherhe utah miningminine gazette june 1513 1874
advertises teaming and freighting by R macdonald the deseret
news weekly august 2 1875 carries a notice of the arraignment
of rory macdonald for the killing of john metz

deseret news weekly july 5030 18731875
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the deseret news editorialized on the matter as follows

bingham has been the scene of more than one bloody
tragedy there is quite a large number of graves at the
mouth of the canyon some of which contain the remains of
a few parties who were killed by accident while the
balance contain the remains of individuals who have met
violent deaths at the hands of their fellow creatures
these killing affairs commenced in picking off one at a
time then two and now comes the latest bingham tragedy
in which three men bit the dust

evidently the population of bingham after this affair
felt the need of reform for the next week the deseret news

carried a brief note to the effect that elders milo andrus and

isaac groo were called to preach at bingham on sunday the

seventeenth by invitation of the inhabitants
another incident of rather more humorous nature occurred

later in 18731875 theodore burmlesterburmiesterBurm andlesterlesten one macmanuscYanusMa became

involved in a quarrel it led to gunplay in which burmiesterbumBun

fired
niester

at macmanus but missed striking instead an innocent

bystander mike fagan the contending parties were pacified
somehow and all adjourned to clay saloon nearby to give first
aid to fagan and to fortify themselves there W burmiester the

town marshallmanshellmarmap brothersheilyshallY of theodore attempted to arrest macmanus

macmanuscYanusMa would not be arrested and opened firehittingfire
W

hitting
burmiester in the stomach and chest but in the process again

z

wounding faganwhopaganwhoFaganPagan hadwho been carried into the saloon

bid

deseret news tfeekly august 1513 18731875

deseret news weekly july 21 18731875

2
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naturally bingham was subject to the other frailties of
mining camps A croodgood deal of drinking was done in 18791679 there
were six establishments vicichvfcichi advertizedadvertisedt themselvesichiehleh as dealing in
liquor for a total population of less than one thousand this
is a rather high percentage 2 As was usually the case in
mining towns prostitution also existed contemporary newspapers

mention the fact that several notorious women of the town fled
to bingham during various vice drives in salt lake city it is
intimated that they found a happy home there 53

yet it must not be imagined that bingham had no social
cohesiveness it developed an ethos of its own poughroughdough not very

law abiding certainly anti mormon and to an extent antichristiananti
but

christian
with a certain crude gaiety and boisterousness this is

indicated by a letter from bingham publishedDubli inshed the salt lake

tribune in 18731875

oooo0000

3deseretaseret

1utahbutah gaze tteer pirecepirectoryody
faif6i pe 188 itJLT is possiblepossi therese were a

number who did not advertizeadvertiseadvert

united
ize

states bureau of the census compendium of the
tenth census washington government printing fficeofficeorficeeffice 1880 part I1
p 509309 figure given is 1022 for bingham precinct which indicates
something less than 1000j000 for bingham proper

eseret news weekly april 11 1877 january 2523 1878

A man who has never been much in the mines will not at
first be pleased with the appearance of bingham located
in the bottom of a narrow winding canyon the precipitous
sides of which seem ready to topple and pitch headforemost
into main street the town does not impress a stranger
as a desirable place to live but there are many signs of
prosperityoroDroono heresperity even to the cursory observer long lines
of heavily loaded ore wagons go crunching and grinding
along through the dust on their way to sandy with freights
of first class ore on the sides of the hills are the
mouths of shafts and tunnels which give evidences of su-
bstantial work A number of new houses are being completed
including a new hotel opposite wells fargoefargoetsfargieFarfan whichgoe was
opened yesterday then the streets look lively at night

utah gazetteer and directory 187918801879 salt1880 lake city
H L A culmer 1879 p

1
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the gay gambalistgamb sicalist flourishes in spotlessspot linnenlesoieso and
twenty dollar boots and female woman is abundant almost
every one goes heeled and when you go into a saloon and
refresh your self with a glass of wine after your journey
the bar keeper asks you if you wotwont have a cigar and it
is no walnut leaves and stems either but a regular two
bit havana all these things show that times are good the
boys flush and are the best indications of a lively mining
camp

certainly the streets were gay at night and the inhabitants
were able to organize a celebration if the occasion demanded in
1875 the twenty fourth of july was celebrated in sarcastic
fashion by a parade and speeches the principal feature of the

former being a parade by 5636 hand made hand carts bearing

patriarchs of the church drawn by slashing blondes from fort
harrimanharnimanhannimanHarrlhanrihanniman the feature of the oratory was a long and somewhat

labored effort at narrative versification delivered by fat jack

the bard of the oqulrrhsoquirrhs entitled how I1 got my seventh wife

after this salute to the pioneers the correspondent concludes

the celebratorscelebratory adjourned to the various saloons to rest from

their labors 2

shortly after this the bingham correspondent of the

tribune was moved to speculate on the religious complexion of the

camp by the unwonted presence of a preacher he decided that
gentile or mormon a preacher would not make his salt in this
town if he had to depend on christianity for his subsistence 53

alt lake tribune september 53 18731875

alt2saltaitisalt lake tribune july 271875271675

salt3saltsaitisalt lake tribune october 20 1875

flush
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socialssociats box suppers and the like were
0given and lodges such as the oddfellowsOdd goodfellows templarstermplarstemplaryTemp andlars

Z

knights templar were active

culture was represented in bingham by a literary club at
which the effusionsfusionsef of some of the literati of the camp wereivereivene readnead

and a lecture and debating society which held meetings during the

winter of 1875 the town also boasted a lyceumlyceur organization

which maintained a library of sorts and sponsored lectures
given on various topics

it is evident however that in spitesoitesolte of these institutions

salt lake tribune june 22 1875 whether any action
at law by the railroad or if any of its property was recovered
cannot be ascertained

2salt2sqlltisalt lake tribune september 12 187318751373 october 10 18731875
december ty 1874

tah gazetteer and directory 1879801879 salt80 lake city
H L A culmer 1879 p 4543

alt lake tribune november 10 1875

shaltssalt5salt lake tribune november 17 1875

direcdiorec
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A rough solidarity was typical of the people of bingham

in 1875 one of the fills on the grade of the bingham and camp

floyd railroad damaged the sluice ditches of the placer miners in
lower bingham canyon failing to obtain satisfaction in the

courtsthecourts inhabitantsthe seized one of the locomotives of the

railroad concern and auctioned it off piecemeal to pay the minerstminerslmineral

damaresdamagesdamardaman Aes total sum of 26000260.00 was obtained from the sale of

the bell smokestack whistle headlight and such other items

the more polite social amenities were not altogether
lacking in bingham althoughalthouzh they were of necessity curtailed
well conducted dances

u26000
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and the trend toward a more organized society which they

indicated that there was a marked contrast between the orderly
regulated and highly controlled life typical of the surround-

ing mormon community and the free and easy largely unregulatedregulatedwi

life of the early utah mining camp this contrast had the
important effect of reinforcing the already hostile attitude of

mormonism toward mining that a society based in great partdart
upon religionrelrei andiSion with a strict moral code should react to

babylon set down in its midst is to be expected theyne words of

wnltneyynitneywaltneyYn theitney mormon historian though written sometime afterwards

reflect the mormon attitude who wished to see deseret peace-

ful deseret the home of a people who had fled for religious

freedom and quiet to these mountain solitudes converted into a

rollicking roaring miningminine camp not the latterdaysatterdayLatt saintserday

lorsonnson

volcekvoleek

this attitude is seen in the editorial columns of the

deseret hewsnews which may be said to reflect in general the policy

of the latter day saint church between 18631865 and 1872 eleven
2editorial articles appear in the news with an anti mining tenor

in addition many of the news items concerning the mining industry
z

are slantedftslanted to give an unfavorable picture perhaps the best
example of this attitude is found in the deseret news weekly for

apriladril 5 1871 it condemns the mining industry and warns the

brethren in the following terms

rson F whitney history of utah salt lake city george
Q cannon and sons 18931895 vol II11 p 107

2see2sqqasee deseret news weekly june 22 1864 may 24 1866
august 5030 aq1q1866

deseret
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news
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with an enormous influx here of settlers from outside
communities every effort will be sure to be made to intro-
duce every fashion folly custom and vice of the world
and here is the danger to our inexperienced youth and
unless parents exercise far more vigilance than circumstances
here have required in the past to keep their children in
the ways of virtue purity and holiness many of them
through their inexperience and innocence will be sure to
be led into vice and sin

yet there is a curious ambivalence in mormon attitudes
toward mining if the moral atmosphere which came from the

mining camps was reprehensible they brought with them a widening

economic horizon which many mormonscormons welcomed in spitesoitesolte of them-

selves

with the coming of mining easteeastern and foreign capital
entered utah in large amountslamountsamount bringing1.1 with it a decided upswing

in utah economy the mines provided markets for produce from

the valley farms markets for commercial establishments of various

sorts and considerable employment in collateral enterprises such

as railroadsrailroad wagon freighting foundariesboundariesfoun anddaries machine shops

indicative of increasing mormon participation in activity
connected with mining is the fact that no less a person than

brigham young was largely interested in the wasatch and jordan

valley railroad which had as one of its chief businesses the

hauling of ore from alta 2 letter written by president young

to the new york herald mentions this line and goes on to say

that the many mineral deposits in its vicinity will contribute

to the success of the road and the prosperity of utah 53 the

note the number of foreign investments cited in chapter II11
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tone and content of this letter seem to indicate a somewhat

modified stand on mining though one must keep in mind that it
was written forfon gentile consumption however since the mormonscormons

had hitherto decried the mining possibilities of utah any

encouragement of mining seems doubly significant

this changingchanginaangina attitude is evidenced also in the policy of

the deseret news which duringduning 187313751373 and after shows considerably

more sympathy for the mining industry

besides mormon interest in collateral industries there
was also an increasing amount of direct participation in the

mining industry by mormonsyormonsmormansMorYoreoreonmon onemons early writer mentions that large

numbers of mormonsmormon3mormoni were employed as freighters and laborers at
p2bingham government publications of the time also assert this

saying that surface labor was largely in the hands of the mormonscormons

because of the low wages they would accept the omaha herald

confirms this by advisingadvis minerslneinE to stay out of utah because of

the competition of mormonscormons working for low wages it is in this
regard that we encounter our old friend bishop archibald gardner

see for instance deseret news weekly april 2523 18731875
april 16 18731875

ird2birdy op0 citcippP pcitp 154

united states treasury department mineral resources
west of the rocky mountains washington government paintinprintingprintin
office 18731875 p 300500

quoted in the deseret news weekly march 18 1871 this
seems to indicate some participation by mormonscormons in mining on
the other hand its quotation by the deseret news may be a left
handed attempt to discourage miners from coming to utah though
this does not seem likely in view of the limited circulation of
the deseret news
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rorforron we indfind him taking a contract to construct a canal for the

bingham mining firm of carson and buzzo in 1874 1

whether or not latter day saints actually worked under-

ground as miners and muckersduckers is somewhat more difficult to

determine two early authorities unite in saying that the
2mormonscormons refused to work underground however there is some

evidence on the other side of the ledger

A good deal of insight is gained in regard to the whole

problem of relations between the mining industry and the mormon

church when one considers that a substantial portion of the

english converts at least were miners it appears quite

probable that these people would find it difficult to adapt

themselves to the hard agricultural life of utah and that their
first resort when disappointed or in difficulties would be to

return to the mines that the proportion of ex miners in the

population of utah was high is indicated by the following

figures
occupation OF FOREIGN CONVERTS TG THE L D S churchychurch5

figures show percentageoer engagedcentage in occupation

occupation 1850511850 385255385251 1861631861651861 656355 1868

farmers 10.0100 575.7 10.0100 6.262
unskilled labor 19.4194 19.9199 23325525.523.3 30450450.430.4
skilled labor 16.8168 24.4244 20.8208 28.0280
miners 12.5125 10.4104 8.3858.583 22.4224
buildingbuliBuilbull tradesdinS 12.9129 14.6146 10.6106
manufacturing 17.9179 13715715.713.7 15.2152 11.2112
service employees 8.282626.2 5.151 9.292 1.919
professional 2.929 8.282 2.525
average percentage of miners 15.1151

deseret news weekly march 18 1874

bird op cit p 154 and U S treasury department
op cit p 300500

3newbernsnewbernSNew I1bern butt the soil As one factor in early mormon
colonization unpub11 shed masters theslthesischesl brighambrignam young
university 1938 p 6
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this table Is not complete yet it is sufficient to show a high
proportion of minersmineus among early utah settlers there is in
addition to this evidence of probability a definite reference
to mormon participation in underground mining in the case of the
winnamuckWinn mineamuck operated in its early stages by a group of

mormon farmers

to sum up the evidence shows considerable direct partici-
pation in mining by mormonscormonsMor secondlymons mormonscormons were largely

interested in the collateral industries which derived a great

deal of their support from mining enterprises

in view of these facts it is not surprising that the

mormon attitude toward mining continued to be changed and

finally underwent complete reversal most striking evidence of

this is found in the change in the mormon journalistic attitudes
of the time the qualified approval of the 1870 giveselves way to

the pronounced good will of this item of 1886

from a gentlemen just arrived from bingham we learn that
business is improving slowly the mines furnishing ore fully
up to the usual standard in the homestakeHome instake which the
gentleman is interested a good force of men is being
constantly employed and ore is being shipped with tolerable
regularity and in large quantities the sacred owned by
A keyser of this city and leased by darling and co works
two shifts and is producing enormously altogether the
outlook at the old reliable is as reliable as anythinanythinganything
in the past which means that it is steadily holding on

by the 1890 the shift is almost complete in that
decade the attitude of the deseret news at least becomes not

united states bureau of the census tenth census of the
united states washington government printing office 1880
XVLI appendix I1 p 408

p
deseret news weekly november 53 1886

mine s
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deseret2deseret news weekly february 18 18931895

utah
7 gazetteer and directory 1888 salt lake city

lorenzo stenhouse 1888 p 55

ideseretaseret
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only friendly but enthusiastic especially during 1893 when the

bland allison silver purchase act was under fire was this
noticeable the news carried numerous editorials favoring free

silver or at least high support prices for that metal in
addition considerable attention was paid to the possibility of

building a new coppercopiercopfer smelter in salt lake city the newsmews

declared itself unqualifiedly in support of the smelter

however not all of the modification of attitudes and

the social situation took place on the mormon side bingham

modified its ways considerably too after passing through the

boom period of the seventies a noticeable settling down took

place a phenomenon which seems to be typical of mining camps if
they survive their first period of development bingham was by

no means a country village but there appears to have been a

slackening of the homicide rate a justice of the peace and a

constable put in their appearance and the residence of men

with families brought forth such institutions as schools and

millinery stores it would appear likely also that the

slackening of anti mormon feeling through the nation in the late
nineties would have the effect of easing the tension between the

two groups somewhat

in conclusion it may be said that the social history of

eseret news weekly march 11
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bingham between 18631865 and 1900 revolves about one theme gradual

synthesis between widely separated mormon and gentile groups

under the stimulus of economic pressure modification of the
mormon position is observable in a more favorable attitude toward

mining modification of the position of the gentiles is observed

in a more settled type of social organization in bingham
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CHAPTER VII

the second period of the social history of bingham is
typified by the continuation of the movement toward mormon gentile
synthesis earlier noted and by the development of a new and

significant trend found in the introduction of large numbers of

immigrants differing radically in stock from those coming to

utah previously these two movements launched bingham upon a

second period of social conflict and adjustment which lasted
from the turn of the century to 19301950

the basic cause of both movements was the economic pros-

perity which attracted both native utahnsutahna and immigrants to the

district during the period in question

the extent to which bingham had attracted mormonscormons may be

accurately gauged from the field notes of andrew jenson latter
day saint church historian who visiting bingham in 1900 wrote

the brethren in bingham belonging to the church are
mostly employed in and about the mines as miners and teamsters
of the 1872 inhabitants of bingham about 300500 are supposed to
belong to the latter day saints but only 11 families of 72
souls have their names properly enrolled in the ward records
as members of the church

apparently the dominantly gentile atmosphere had had its effects
however it must be remembered that the bingham ward had just

0
been organized the previousDr yearevious

landrew jens on manuscript history of west jordan stake
utah MSS collection L 3 S church historians office salt lakeekerke

ycity
bid21bid
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in any case the new ward showed considerablesiderable vitality
A relief society and sunday school were organized and apparently

functioned quite well in 1902 a meeting house was built and

subsequently enlarged the ward membership was considerably

enlarged in later years 1 thus the formal organization of the

latter day saint church entered bingham and with it the process

of mormon gentile synthesis continued

the larger movement of this epoch functioned contempora-

neously with this synthesis it is of course found in the

various waves of immigrants who entered bingham the pattern of

immigration in bingham differs markedly from the rest of utah
and it forms one of the lasting social effects of the mining

industry upon the history of the state

it is well known that foreign immigration played a con-

siderable part in the settling and populating of utah the move-

ment of converts to the latter day saint church to utah was

encouraged by the authorities of the church both on doctrinal and

practical grounds As a result a large number of people mostly

of north european stock came to utah these people did not

differ too radically from those already here so that their
absorption was relatively easy however the increasing

importance of the mining industry brought to utah large numbers

of southern europeans and orientaleorientalsOrient whoseals assimilation was more

difficult and prolonged the mining industry of bingham played a

foremost role in this development

libidtibidlebid
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during the early period ofcf binghamsbinghanginghamsBing shams history the inhabitants
did not differ appreciably in stock from the majority of the
people in utah 1 from 1879 to the late eighties the largest
single group appears to have been native americans of the gold

rush stamp the largest foreign group was the cornish or cousin
jack with the irish second there was a considerable number of

0
chinese and a smaller number of germans the presence of the

ft
cornish is attested by a number of newspaper references the

cornish were among the most skilled miners of that day and they

were imported in many cases to take charge of some of the more

technical aspects of mining their influence is demonstrated by

the continued use of such terms as cornish manway cornish engine

cornish jig etc
A considerable number of irish names appear in newspapers

of the time also the presenceDre ofsence the chinese is specifically
mentioned though no clue is given to their numbers

the character of the evidence for this early period is
somewhat fragmentary no detailed census figures exist school
records do not embrace this item of information mining company
records which form evidence for a later period have perished
before 1900 evidence consists largely of the statements of early
residents and names appearing in directories and news items deal-
ing with the camp

statement of W KH pool october 14 1940 mr pool
visited the camp quite regularly during the 1880 selling produce

tah mining gazetteGa septemberzettle 27 18731875 salt lake
tribune february is 1874

alt lake tribune june 11 1874 june 5030 1874 july 20
1875 july 27 1875

alt lake tribune march 17 1874
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the germans too were imported because of their technical

skills particularly because of their knowledge of smeltingeltingsmellingsm the

situation evidently remained much the same until the late nineties
when there was an influx of irish attracted by the opening of

2coopercopper mining

4ibidbibid

5payroll

at the turn of the century a significant change occurred

in the pattern of migration to bingham at that time a considerable

number of slavic people commenced to come in attracted by the

work to be found the nationalities involved were principally
z

croatschoats gerbsserbs3erbs slovenesslovenecSlo andvenes bulgariansBulga theirrians period of greatest

immigration appears to have been between 1900 and 1910 from that
year on the number of new arrivals declined the extent of the

slavic immigration may be indicated by the fact that in 1909

approximately forty per cent of the employees of the utah

consolidated mining company were slavic in origin though other

foreign groupsgrouigrobi chiefly scandinavian were present at this time

there is no doubt that the slavic group was the dominant immigrantini
group 0

grant
5

tah miningmininjminina gazette may 2 1874

statement of mr george E addy september 15 1949

statement by J M dunoskovic secretary to local
croatian lodge and resident of bingham since 1907 september 151949

bid

payroll vouchers utah consolidated mining company january
1909 this is the earliest record available the statement is
based on an analysis of the payroll records by the writer
nationality or stock is not given in the records prior to 1925
but was determined roughly by surname after 1925 determination
of nationality was positive
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the tension aroused by the incursion of this group was

considerable in 1911 a mob drove a considerable portion of the

slavic group out of bingham and burned their houses and there were

numerous individual clashes continued violation of the laws and

inability of peace officers to make arrests was the cause of this
action there was also a considerable degree of feeling between

various parts of the slavic community itself particularly between

the croatschoats and the serbsgerbs who had long standing political and

religious differences

the years 190019101900 saw1910 also the introduction of a

considerable number of japanese and koreans who were brought in
z

by the utah copper companyCom aszany track laborers
As numerous as the japanese were the greeks who arrived

about the same time brought in also by the utah copper companyComo

the

any

racial composition of the working force of this property is
4evidenced by these figures of 1914

nationalitynational number employed

japanese and koreans 416
greeks 406
italians 151
armeniansArmen 72ians
albanians 55
fifteen other groups 100

foreign employees 1200
american employees 600

statement by mr george E addy september 15 1949
g
statement by mr J M dunockovicdunoskovicDun septemberockovic 15 1949

isaltsait lake tribune october 1 1912 this source mentions
some 150 japanese and koreans as having been in bingham for several
years

4tat A rickard the utah coppercoppencolloer enterprise san francisco
the mining and scientific press 1919 p 5636
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to the contents of the melting pot a large group of

mexicans and spaniards were added during 1912 and 19131915 they

were imported by the mining companies to serve as strike breakers

in a labor dispute during those years once established their
numbers increased steadily especially during and after the first
world warwanwiarwian which cut off european immigration they have remained

to the present time the numerically dominant foreign group in
bingham

from 18901390 on a number of scandinavian immigrants came to

bingham their numbers were never as large as someseme of the

other groups mentioned however and they were absorbed into the

community with comparative ease

these then are the main tides of immigration prior to

1920 these waves of immigration involved a relatively small

number of nationalities many more nationalities came in greater

or lesser numbers enough to make bingham a true melting pot A

list of the parents in the bingham schools in 1918 includes

people of finnish greek italian austrian japanese albanian

armenian serbian dutch scotch englishenslishSlishelish french irish cretan

swiss dane mexican norwegian croatian swedish montenegrin

spanish turkishTurtup russiankishY german canadian korean and
2bulgarian origin

ltherealthere was a strike in the early nineties apparently
because cornish miners refused to work with finns jake hosterhosier
early resident quoted by beatrice spendlove history of bingham
canyon utah unpublished masters thesis university of utah
19371957 hoster has since died

2
R W spangler binghambingham

new west magazineLazinedazineMa june 1918 p 1513

1

untversityhersity
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the depression of 1920 marked a turn in the pattern of

immigration to bingham though after that date considerable

numbers of foreigners continued to be employed the proportion

of american workers in the camp commences to rise so that by

1929 sixty to seventy per cent of the working force was native

born the probable causes of this change are first of allali
increased restrictions on immigration to the united states
discontinuance of the importantionimoortantionimport ofantion labor by the mining

companies and the tightening of the agricultural situation and

the closing of other mines in utah which forced many utahnsutahna to

seek jobs in bingham

the depressiondedression of 1929 had the effect of stopping

immigration to bingham from within and without the state almost

completely there were not enough jobs even for local labor and

the incentive to come to bingham was gone this situation pre-

vailed up to 1940 local labor was entirely adequate to fulfill
the labor demand and no significant number of new people came to

the district
the social situation brought about by immigration to

bingham resembles the situation of the new arrival in american

society generally the newcomer was forced partly by prejudice

partly by his own ignorance to take the hardest and lowest paid

work he was worked in national gangs and segregated in his place

of residence to a certain extent A rather curious evidence of

this is found in the names used locally to apply to certain parts

1

lemployment
9.9 9.9
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of the camp finn hill mexicanville11exicanvilleMexi bohunk36hunkcanville townetownptown and little
italy are typical however segregation in bingham was never

fully carried out housing segregation was impossible due to the

limited space available in the canyon an extremely rapid labor

turnover made complete job segregation impossible each new

wave of irmaigrantsinmigrantsmigrantsimmigrantsin arriving assumed the lowest step on the social
and economic ladder they were soon forced up or off by succeed-

ing arrivals and in the highly mobile society of a mining camp

their progress upward was relatively easy nevertheless there
were serious tensions arising out of the immigrant situation
these combined with the ordinary conditions of a mining camp

which are unsettled at best combined to inaugurate a new period

of social disorganization

the most easily observed symptom of these conditions was

an increase in crime again bingham makes the headlines rather
consistently in the mention of crimes committed there easily

the most outstanding single instance iglichvhichitlich demonstrates this
condition is thlethe affaiteaffaire lopez which is of considerable interest
in itself

the exact origins of raphael lopez or ralph lopez as he

called himself are unknownunknouckno several stories concerning his
early life and the motives which ie d him to his first killing
are current in bingham to this day the first dependable fact
known concerning lopez is that he arrived in bingham in the fall

eseret news june 11 1917 may 9 1917 august 14 19131915
april 17 1918march1918 21March 1918
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of 1912 as one of a number of mexican strikebreakers imported

that year lopezlooezlobez had some pretentious to being unusual among

mexican strikebreakers he was light in complexion so much so

that he could pass as a white manti if he so chose he spoke

excellent english and was apparently a man of some education he

mixed with the white11white population socially and was very popular

in the campcamu one fact which added greatly to his prestige was

that he was known to be an excellent rifle shot and something of

a quick draw artist he was seen to practice both arts
assidiouslyassiduously

lopez appears to have led a relatively peaceful and law

abiding life except for a prolonged quarrel with the deputy

sheriff julius sorensen who was stationed in highland boy where

lopez lived the cause of this feud is usually ascribed as an
0unjust arrest of lopez by sorensen

the

2
4

event which launched the career of lopez as a criminal
was the killing of juan valdez at one o1clock on the morning of

T
november 22 1913 noyo motive is known for this killing local
tradition which forms the basis for all newspaper accounts and

other documentary material consists of three versions first
that lopez shot valdez in revenge for the latterlattertsiatterlatters killing of

lopez brother in mexico years before secondly that valdez was

charlesoharles L austin september 15 1949 mr austin was
personally acquainted with lopez

p
anonymous tjtabs greatest manhunt the true story of the

hunt for lopez salt lake city PF W gardner company 1915 p 5838
the same story is found in local tradition
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shot in self defense in a political quarrel thirdly that the

ottingshottingschottingsh took place as the result of a quarrel over a girl
inez ocariz whatever the case the real cause will probably

never be known only lopez and valdez knew and valdez is certainly
dead and lopez presumably so the two men were alone in a room of

a boarding house when the other boarders heard loud voices and

shots when they got to the room they found valdez dead and lopez

gone lopez was followed to his house and there it was discovered

that he had taken a rifle pistol and cartridges and had gone up

the gulch into the mountains

the next morningorningin deputies sorensen and whitbeckW followed

lopezslopez1slopees tracks up last chance gulch in a light snow that had

fallen during the night they passed over the ridge to the south

and followed the tracks down butterfield canyon and into salt
lake valley they were joined near the town of lark by deputiesdeduties
grant and jensen and the four continued to follow the tracks which

turned south toward the jordan narrows late that afternoon the

trail led them to the ranch house of E B jones eight and one

half miles south of lehllehi on the west shore of utah lake As

the posse approached the house the figure of a man was seen to

leave and enter the brush deputies grant and jensen remained

where they wereureneulene sorensen and whitbeck went to inquire at the

house while talking with mrs jones they heard shots and they

rushed back to where they had left grant and jensen drawing near

they saw two riderless horses running away As they stopped to

look for the other deputies two more shots rang out and whitbeck

fell from his horse while sorensen was saved only by the plunginglungingwassaved p

decutiesDuties
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of his frightened mount

after recovering himself sorensen looked about and

found that grant had been instantly killed and jensen and

whitbeck mortally wounded in spite of sorensensorensenssorenseni ministrations
jensen died within twenty minutes and whitbeck in an hour at
the end of that time the survivor of the posse went to the jonesjones1jonesb

house and telephoned for help

in a short time a salt lake county posse and a utah
county posse arrived at the scene but by that time it was dark

and they could do little but follow lopezlopezslopees trail a short

distance toward the lake mountains

during the night lopez apparently walked into the lake

mountains there he stopped at two sheepherdersheepherders1sheepherdersl cabins at
one he slept for awhile at the other he secured a little food

and traded his hat for a cap which would cover his ears he

then went further into the mountains and holed up at a spot

near Soldiersoldierssoldierlssoldierly pass

the next day part of the posse pursued the bandit on

horseback while the rest moved to cut off possible avenues of

escape part of the posse came near lopezslopezislopezb hideout and he

opened fire forcing them to seek cover and then held a long

conversation with them asking how many men they had and inquir-

ing especially after deputy sorensen eventually the men

crawled out and brought sheriff smith to the scene with a large

alt lake tribune septembersettember 22 19131915
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number of men the spot where lopez was believed to be was

surrounded and the posse opened fire at a distance of three
hundred yards firing about three hundred shots lopez is
supposed to have fired about twenty back no results were obtained

and at dark the posse returned to mosidamonida 1

when the posse returned to the spot the next day a long

and careful approach to the hideout revealed nothing except some

empty pistol cartridges and the fact that lopez was not there
again the pursuit was launched and on the whole it had indifferent
success suffice it to say that for the next five days the posse

which by this time included the sheriffs of juab and tooelethoele
counties apparently had no clear idea of the whereaboutshereabouts of lopez

the fugitive was reported at eureka and at lehi as heading west

south or north or east on the twenty sixth of september what

appeared to be a more definite clue was obtained when maurice

valdez a cowboy at macintyre ranch near eureka reported that
he had given lopez food and the fugitive had headed west into

2
the desert

the next day however the pursuit was given an entirely
new turn when mike stefano a greek employed by the utah apex

mining company at binghamBin reportedgaam that lopez had awakened him

in the middle of the night obtained food blankets overshoesoverloesoverlees
and a rifle and ammunitionammunitions and had entered the workings of the

apex mine the search was immediately transferred to bingham

salt lake tribune november 2523 19131915

2salt2s8iltisalt lake tribune november 27 19131915
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and guards were placed at all entrances to the mine and at

strateeicstrategic points within the workings meanwhile sheriff smith

consulted with the operators of the mine on the best course of

action it was finally decided to bulkhead the mine and drive
lopezlodezdodez out with poisonousdoisonous fumes to this end damp hay sulfur
damp gunpowder and green wood were brought into the mine while

a party of men were placing a pile of this material at the foot

of a blind stope on the andy incline two shots rang out and

douglas hulseyeulsey and tom mandekichmanderlchmanderichuanMan fellderich hulsey was instantly
killed and manderichmandarichMan badlyderich wounded rolled down the incline
finally wedging in some timbers some distance from the rest of

the partynartynanty they were unable to reach him for fear of drawing

fire and he died shortly by putting out their lights the
party finally extricated themselves and brought the bodies to

the surface

the hunt was renewed with redoubled vigor after this
the next day work at the mine was halted the iresfires lit and the

workings smoked for fiveivelve days at the end of that time the

bulkheads were opened and after the smoke had cleared from the

workingsaworkings a careful search lasting three days was made no

trace of lopez was found except his bedding and a few scrapsscradsscrams of

food at the place where these articles were found tracks were

discovered leading to another blind stopeslope this stope was

dynamited after a melodramatic demand for surrender by the sheriff
but subsequent search revealed no trace of the bandit

1
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the search wesvaswas given a new turn the next day when a greek

trammer bill karoskadoskaloskaposkalkad declaredos that he had been accosted by lopez

and his matches candles and tobacco taken from him

nejneP december 1513 19131915
J

ap9p 19131915

altait2saltisalt lake tribune december 12 19131915

bidbibid3ibid

alt4saltaitisalt lake Tributribune

this had

the effect of launching the hunt all over again and the mine was

diligently researched two days later inez ocariz lopezlopezslopees

supposed girl friend and mrs WN S cole stated that they talked
to lopez in one of the mine tunnels and they offered to get him

to surrender the offer was never accepted and the womens story
was discounted as a publicity stunt 2 the mexican consul in

salt lake city also offered his services in an attempt to secure
Z

lopezlopezslopees surrender but the project was never attempted

on december 1513 sam rodgers a shift boss at the apex mine

declared that lopez had accosted him in the mine and conversed

with him for somesomobome time lopez declared that he would not be

taken alive but that he would force the posse to hunt him out

and kill him and that he would kill as many of them as possible

before he died rodgersbodgers1 story was also regarded as a publicity
stunt but the search was carried on rodgers demonstrated either

his fear of lopez or his remorse at the tale he had told by refus-

ing to enter the mine and by leaving town as soon as possibleoos

these

4siblesibie
comic opera touches brought the more spectacular

aspects of the manhunt to an end the guard over the mine was

saltsait lake tribune december 9
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maintained for sometime longer but no one else saw lopez or

thought they saw him and the excitement gradually died out

search of the mine and subsequent operation of the part where

lopez was believed to be hiding revealed no trace of the bandit
persistent local tradition has it that lopez escaped

from the mine after the shooting of hulsey and manderichmandarichMan wonderich his
way to mexico and became a trusted lieutenant of pancho villa
another story has it that lopez leftlef the mine the same night he

entered it thus foxing the sheriffsherifsherifysherlfsherly into guarding an empty hole

while he made his escape mandekichmanderlchmanderichzanManzen andderich hulsey were supposedly

shot by members of the search party who became panicky and

mistook them for lopez

the writer can only conclude that there is ample

possibility for both stories to be true an obscure entrance to

the mine was leftlef unguarded forror some hours afteraftenayten the shooting of

hulsey and mandarichmanderichMan andderich there is a possibility that other
2entrances were left unguarded the posse may well have shot

at each other it is a nervous business trailing a crack shot

through a place where a hundred opportunities for ambush offer

themselves of course lopez may well have crawled into some

long forgotten hole in an abandoned part of the mine and there

died thre are scores of miles of workings in the mine in

questions in any case no positive evidence of lopezlodezsloders death

has ever been found

Cac1c W spence october 2523 1949 mr spence was a shift
boss at the apex mine in 19131915

2tat A rickard the utah copper enterprise san francisco
the mining and scientific press 1919 p 41
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the story of looezlodezdodez remains a lasting part of the folklore
history of bingham indeed lopez has become binghamlsbingham1sBingha outstand-

ing

mls

folk hero he always appears in the role of the hero who

like billy the kid was pushed just a little too far by the law

other symptoms of the disorganized society typical of a

booming mining camocamp can be cited mention is made of a rather
extensive vice district which served as a political football in

salt lake county for many years during most of the period in
question the town boasted between thirty and thirty five saloons

the taxes on which provided the entire city budget two of

these establishments perhaps deserve some mention as samplessemples the

old crow and the sixteen to one were among the favorites in the
camp the former boasted a mahoganymahogonymaho bargony sixty feet long and twelve

3bar tenders it reportedly did a land office business

in conclusion then it may be said that bingham during

this period reached the climax of the role it was to play in the

process of mormonnormon mormonkormonnon synthesis and that the camp served

to introduce to utah new population elements differing from the

majority of the inhabitants of the state the social history of

the camp revolves about the absorbtionabsorptionabsorb oftion these groups

godwi s weekly february 26 1916
0spendlove op22 cit p 106

george 2 addy september 15 1949
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CHAPTER VIII

no history would be complete without some mention of the

rise of organized labor in the district in comparison with many

mining districts labortslabor1laboralaboris s rise in bingham wasvas late and slow neve-
rtheless the rise of labor though delayed played a considerable
part in the making of binghansbinghamlsBingBingha historyhansmtsmls

the earliest period of the district between 18631865 and the

1870 was featured by little organization of labor no unioniza-

tion was attempted or apparently even thought of A number of

reasons may be advanced for this in the first place the early

miner was the individualist par excellence he considered himself

an independent agent and usually he worked for another man only

long enough to get a grubstake so that he could prospect on his
own account the opportunities for the latter activity were

excellent and often quite profitable every man saw himself as a

prospective mine owner and it was difficult if not impossible to

interest him in projects for collective betterment

secondly most miners of that day were unmarried and with

few responsibilities they did not remain in one camp long but

preferred to wander around from district to district if wages

and working conditions in one camp did not suit them they left
for another usually with fair prospects of bettering themselves

thus we get the phenomenon tramp miner often difficult for the

mining company to controlcont butrolYnoly equally reluctant to surrender any
106

1870s
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degree of his independence to a union

however as time went on some evidences appeared of group

action and the concern of certain sections of labor about working

conditions and wageswao ines the district became apparent

an interesting instance of early collective action appears

in an event which can only be characterized as a forerunner of

the sitdownsetdown strikestr inilce 1875 the force of miners employed at the

neptune mine took possession of the mine and of the surface

buildings of the company and refused to allow the continuation of
operations till three months back wages were paid to them they
drove off representatives of the company and sheriffssherifsherlf deputiesfIs
armed with injunctions they had the entire support of the camp

and to a considerable extent the sympathy of members of the law

enforcement agencies they held their positionDosi fortion some two

months but unfortunately the outcome of their strike is not

known

the earliest instance of union action along classic lines
found in connection with the bingham mining industry is a strike
of smelter employees at the sheridan hill smelter at west jordan

in october 1875 the nminerstminerstminerdt leagueLea wentrruecrueorue on strike for an

eight hour day and improvements in working conditions the strike
was broken easily and quickly by the use of strikebreakers backed

2by police many of the old employees being arrested the movement

isalt lake tribune may 6 1875 july 11 1875 no mention
of the outcome has been revealed by search of subsequent issues of
the tribune or of other periodicals

eseret news weekly october 25 1875
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and various mining publications of the period has revealed nothing

concerning labor activity at bingham local tradition makes no

mention of labor activity either and the testimony of older

inhabitants when available likewise offers no information

this evidence is incomplete but it seems likely that any

major strike or other labor activity would receive mention in

the newspapers or would have survived in local memory the
general characteristics of the time with its emphasis on

individualism tend to substantiate this point of view whatever

the case the writer is inclined to think that union activity
was a relatively minor factor if it existed at all in the period

in question

orkingforking conditions in the mines during the years between

thomasthonas tibbietibble and jake hosterhosten whose memories of bingham
are quoted in spendlovespendlovels historyls of bingham make no mention of
union activity till the late 1890 these men are since dead
because of the transient character of mining camp population old
residents are rather scarce

108

was apparently a spontaneous and isolated one for no record of

strikes at other elterssmeltersshelterssm or mines can be found indeed the

tone of the newspaper article cited gives the impression that
only a part of the employees at the struck smelter were involved

but these two instances isolated as they were and incomplete as

the evidence is concerning them show that the ingredients of

future labor action were not lacking

if the sources for labor history in bingham in the early
period can be characterized as scanty the evidence for the period

between 1875 and 1890 must be said to be almcsalecsal tncsacs entirely absent

the writers search of the deseret news the salt lake tribuneTribu
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186318651263 and 1890 were poordoorpooncoordood by present day standards before 1896 a

ten or eleven hour day was connonco wagesnulonnuion ranged from 2002.00q200 per

shift for muckersduckers to 300o50005003.000300 or ls350s350 for experienced miners no

liability insurance accident compensation or other financial
safe guard existed for the work thoucrhtnoughenough there was at least one

plan for a voluntary contribution medical treatment scheme 1

safety measures were rather casually handled in most mines no

system of mine inspection existed and the use of safe practices
depended entirely on the conscience of the owner and the intellig-

ence of the miner probably most mines paid reasonable attention
for their day to safety measures but there were doubtless many

exceptions in addition the miner of this period lacked many of

the mechanical devices which have made present day mining an

easier and safer occupation such things as hard hats overwind

devices of hoists change rooms showers goggles and other

items were entirely lacking

these characteristics of long hours low pay and poorooorboor

workingwor conditionskinTkiny which would ordinarily make a fertile field
for unionism only gradually came to have this effect the

slowness of the rise of organized labor can be traced to a number

of causes first the bad working conditions mentioned were bad

only in comparison with modern standards they were ordinary

risks of the trade by the standards of the time secondly the

wages also low by modern standards were adequate for the low

commodity prices of ohecheghe time then too there was considerable

lutah mininmining gazette april 25 1874
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personal contact between employer and employee many of the mine

owners operating their own mines in suiSLIsut ch an atmosphere there was

little need for collective bargaining above all the prevailing
individualistic philosophy of the times and the large number of

opportunities for prospecting exerted influence against any

collective action

by the late ISQO some change in the situation was

apparent the influx of immigrants coinciding with the beginning

of copper mining made for an oversupply of labor with consequent

lowering of wages and worsening working conditions A strike by

some miners at this time to secure increased wages and to drive
out competing foreign labor shows both economic and social tension

it serves also as evidence that by this time some sort of

rudimentary union organization existed

it appears that after the turn of the century a gradual

worsening of labor management relations took place this was

probably due to worse working conditions but also because of

growing consciousness of grievanceerlErieni onevance the part of the workers

it must be remembered also that the 1890 and 1900 saw the

growth of the westemfederation of miners the first powerful

union of miners in the west and that their activities and the

actions of others of their stamp made the miners increasingly

conscious of their position indeed the whole period was one

of growing consciousness of the grievances of labor the nation

jake hoster quoted in spendlove op cit p 61 hoster
states that the cousin11cousin jacks went on strike ostensibly for
higher wages but really for the purpose of driving out some
finns who having no savings would be forced to leave during a
long strike
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wide challenge to the prevailing individualistic philosophy was

active in bingham and the chancechange in the attitude of the miners

was correspondingly great this new attitude was seconded by

the vanishing opportunities for individual prospecting and as

the miner saw his dreams of wealth fading away his mind became

more and more receptive to ideas of unionism

but the specific grievances of the miners were enough to

have caused considerable ill will the most common complaint seems

to have been the speed up that is the imposition of excessively

high production quotas A mucker was often expected to handle ten

tons of ore per shift and miners were expected to keep the heading

well ahead of the muckpllemuckpilemucknuck oftenpile without sufficient help the
wages given for hard work of this sort were too low in the opinion

of the men complaints against the rather vicious sign over

system and the taking of hip money were also common

the increasing frequency of abuses such as these coupled

with the changed attitude of the miner and growing union activity
soon united to cause in bingham a nearly classic example of the

mining camp strike of the period this most interesting event

in the labor history of bingham occurred in 1912 when for the

first time a large scale strike took place

the first hint in newspapers of the period concerning the

statements of J M dunoskovic tonyA tezak joseph E
kopesec and manuel susaeta bingham september 15 1949 the

sign11sign over is the assignment of earnings to another usually a
local merchant who in turn advances liberal credit and often
cash loans at high interest rates hip money is a cash bribe
given to the foreman or employment agent of a mine to secure a
job and the payment of a monthly levy to keep the job once
secured

1
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strike appears september 10 1912 when the miners voted to

strike for a general fifty cent wage boost on the eleventh
charles H moyer of the western federation of miners arrived at
bingham to take chargecharee of the strike the same day a representative
of the utah copper company declared that no wage demands had been

presented to the company prior to the strike call and furtherfarther
declared that the strike vote taken was fraudulent this
evidence shows a rather abrupt beginning for the strike it is
highly probable that the strike had been developing for some time

the violence and bitterness ich characterized the strike point

toward a long incubation period and the fact that the union was

able to strike every mine in the camp shows considerable before
0

hand organizing activity on the latterlattersiatterbatters part

between the tenth and the eighteenth of septembersecSeD hopeshoneshodestember

were entertained for the peaceful settlement of the strike indeed

the strike date was delayed several days for this very purpose

however negotiations came to nothing and from the first it
became apparent that one side or the other would have to give

considerable ground while the wage question was the ostensible
cause of the strike the real and more significant issue was the

matter of union recognition R C gemmel of the utah copper

salt lake tribune september 10 1912
0
the writer can find no union or company official who had

first hand contact with the strike willing to make a statement A

search of two companiescompanies1 records for the time involved has yielded
little significant data union records for the time have perished
or very likely were not kept in interviews with the local inhabi-
tants the writer encountered considerable reluctance toward mention-
ing of names and specific details especially details concerning
the individualsindividual role in the strike there is still a considerable
amount of feeling about this strike in the district
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mining company declared his companycompanyscompanas policy by saying
we do not treat with the officers of the union regarding

any matters connected with the mines 7e do not recognize
the federation we are always willing to confer with our
employees or properlypro appointedoerlyDerly committees if this is done
the mine operators or the directors of the companies affected
would take the issues under consideration and all controversies
could be adjusted

the unions position was stated with equal plainness by

moyer

it seems very strange to me that in this day and age
when all prominent thinkers grant to the employee as well
as to capital the right to organize for the purpose of pro-
moting their own welfare a small number of operators at
bingham should deny this privilege to their employees had
the bingham operators accorded to their men this right we
would unquestionably bring about a speedy and amicable
adjustment of the wage question 2

the relative positions of union and company on the eve

of the strike found the latter with a considerable advantage

the companiestcompanies1companiescompa financialniestniesl resources were superior they could

expect the support of a considerable section of the press and of

public opinion and the business group at bingham were favorable
ito them their main strength and strategy lay in maintaining

the solidarity of the mine operators in the district until the

strike could be broken this solidarity was not always easy to

maintain the smaller operators showing a disposition to
A

negotiate with the miners

salt lake tribune september 18 1912
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on the other hand the miners had definite conlmittmentscommittments of

support from the western federation of miners and the majority of

miners in bingham appear to have favored the strike but the

miners had their trouble also the aristocratic craft unions

did not join in the strike the steam shovel operators locomotive

engineers machinists carpenters boilermakers and the like
remaining aloof laborislaborlaborts position was further weakened by the

lack of complete solidarity within the minerlyminer1sminerls union itself the

strike vote was apparently far from unanimous and moyer himself

wished to postponeDost thepone strike in addition the foreign element

in the union was very strong and as subsequent events showed

imperfectly disciplined

the unions strategy was centered on keeping the mines

shut down particularly the utah copper property which besides

being the largest operation in the district was the leader of the

opposition this involved keeping strikebreakers out of bingham

as the companies very early declared their intention of resuming

operations as soon as the necessary labor could be found the
more turbulent element among the miners however found a policy

of waiting not to their taste and duringdurineduning the night of september 18

about eight hundred armed strikers took possession of the utah
copper property and certain strategic points controlling traffic
up and down the various canyons in the process some shots were

exchanged with utah copper company guards the strikers terrorized
the town that night by random firing into the town and at positions

held by the guards in the morning men attempting to return to

bid
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work were fired upon and most traffic through the town halted
on the morning of the nineteenth counteracting forces

swung into action moyer and yanco terzich leaders of the

union bent every effort toward getting the strikers to refrain
from violence sheriff sharp of salt lake county commenced the

recruitment of one hundred and fifty special deputies to be sent

to bingham and proposed the disarmament of the strikers mean-

while governor william spry considered calling martial law in
order to insure peace at bingham local authorities closed all
saloons in the district and local merchants cut off nearly all

2
credit buying

A state of extreme tension prevailed throughout the

district throughout the day and night of the nineteenth with

shots being exchanged periodically between groups of strikers and

company guards fortunately no one was hurt
however on the twentieth a definite move toward peace

was made through the efforts of yanco terzich and father vasillosvasilios
lambrides of the greek orthodox church who persuaded the

strikers to attend a mass meeting that afternoon where they were
T

to be exhorted toward more peaceful measures governorUo spryvernor

moyer and others spoke at the meeting urgingupsingudauraudo theing strikers to

law and order in the course of the meeting part of the

grievances of the strikers came to light when the greeksgreeloreelgreez among

them declared that they would be willing to return to work

salt lake tribune september 19 1912
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alt lake tribune september 20 1912
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provided that they be freed of the exactions of leonidas G

skliris so called czar of the greeks1 who was the agent in
charge of securing greek employees for the utah copper company

he was accused of demanding bribes in return for securing jobs

for men applying to him and of using coercion to make these same

men trade at a store in which he was part owner

s-

kliris denied all charges and R C gemmel also branded

them as false declaring that the men were specifically warned

againstacrainst any practices which might lead to peonagepecpeo

by

CD nage

the next day immediate danger of iolencedolence had passed

and a state of armed truce prevailed in the camp though it was

apparent that it was only a state of truce since both the union

and the companies were making preparations for continued strife
D C jackling operator of the utah copper companycom declaredoanybany that
his company would bring in strikebreakers as soon as the sheriff
could offer them protection in the meantime the strikers took

measures to stop the importation of strikebreakers sending out

appeals for all union men to refrain from coming and also allegedly

mining the markham gulch railroad bridge over which the strlkestrikestalke
0

breakers would have to pass to enter bingham

the next few days saw action by more moderate forces with
governor spry and clarence HE darrow offering to mediate in the

dispute however the operatorsonerators remained aloof as they did also

to offers of direct negotiation from the union 03

bidbibidlibid
2salt2sqiltisalt lake tribune september 21 1912

alt lake tribune september 24 1912
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more and more armed deputies were sent to bingham and

fifty sharpshooters of the utah national guard were sent also
by the twenty sixth of september over four hundred deputies armed

and paid by the operators were present in bingham 1 on the twenty

seventh the tribune reported the utah national guard readying

machine guns to be sent to bingham but the guard denied this
saying the activity at the armory was only routine preparation

for fall maneuvers 2

the situation continued tense up to october 2 when the

union made good earlier threats by calling a sympathy strike at
the nevada consolidated and steptoe valley smeltingeltingsmellingSm companies at
mcgillmcgilly nevada these properties were subsidariessubsidiaries of the utah
copper companycom unionoanybany president moyer also threatened a strike
at the santa rita property in new mexico and a possible general

strike of all the guggenheim properties utah copper nevada

consolidated santa rita and several properties in colorado and

arizonaAriarlani oonaaonazona it was reported that the majority of the nevada miners

were not in favor of the strike in view of the twentyfivetwenty centsfive
per shift wage increase which they had received from the company

a short time before possibly in a move to head off the strike
nevertheless the walkout took place and the nevada properties
were shut doval

on the fourth of october the union made a further effort
at conciliation when president moyer offered to step down and

salt lake tribune septembersecSeD 26tember 1912 september 20 1912

alt lake tribune september 27 1912
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permit the companies to negotiate directly with a committee of

their employees if they so chose again no response was forthc-

oming on the part of the company

during the preceding few days the union appears to have

been steadily losing strength the number of armed deputies in
bingham and the threat of national guard intervention stayed the

unions hand considerably furthermore by this time the long

pinch of the strike was making itself felt and considerable numbers

of strikers were forced to leave bingham to seek work elsewhere 1

thus by threat of superiorsuderior armed force and internal weakening

the position of the strikers was gradually sapped away by the

eighth of october the miners agreed to waive union recogniztlonrecogniztion
as a condition to settlement of the strike asking only for an

eight hour day a fifty cents per shift wage increase and

abolishment of the utah copper Companycompany1scompanytscompanys system of employment

agents the companiescom againdanlesDanies refused to negotiate and the strike
continued in spitesditeedite of the efforts of 0 N hilton attorney for
the western federation of miners and an employeesemployees1 committee 2

the union announced intention to extend the strike to other
iproperties but apparently nothing came of it

the reason for the refusal of the companies to negotiate

became apparent the next day when the utah consolidated company

saltsait lake tribune october 4 1912 corroborated by much
local testimony interviews with J M dunockovicdunoskovicDun josephockovic E
kopesec S N fregaskistregaskisfrega sqdbembersqtemberskis 15 1949

2salt2s8lltisalt lake tribune october 9 1912
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brought in fifty strikebreakers under heavy guard and commencedconen
work

ced

the next day the utah copper company commenced work on the

same basis with one hundred men at the same time strikers
occupying company houses or houses built on company ground were

evicted some violence occurred but no one was seriously hurt
by the fourteenth of october production was under way on

a somewhat reduced basis when the plansn1ansneans of the companies struck
a snag in a unforseenforseenunforeseenun sympathy strike of mill and smelter workers

at magna and garfield however the next day five hundred strike-
breakers originally intended for the mines were put to work at
the mills and operations resumed 2 in spite of the unions
efforts to stop the importation of strikebreakers and their
efforts to secure a grand jury probe of the actions of the

sheriff and the salt lake county attorney importantionimoortantionimport ofantion strike-
breakers under heavy guard continued and during the next week

three more major properties resumed operationsoceoDe torationsnations all practical
purposes the strike was broken and by the twenty fourth operations

had been resumed at the struck properties in nevada the same day

the last forlorn hope of the bingham strike perished when the
ibutte local refused financial support for the strike

with the breaking of tilis strike the work of the western

federation of miners in bingham came to an end and all union

activity was dealt a severe setback there was no other large

isalt lake tribune october 12 1912 confirmed by
J M dunoskovic who was present during the arrival of the strike-
breakers

2salt2s81tisalt lake tribune october 16 1912

alt lake tribune october 24 1912
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I1 IN Vvv was able to strike two properties in the spring of

19131915 though the strike was short lived being broken by the same

tactics as the larger strike in 1912 1 handbillsHand werebills distributed
at the time of the strike declaring the I1 W Ws aims

ist the release of all class war and political prisoners
2ndand that all bonus and contract work be abolished

3rd5rdard abolition of the physical examination

4thath that we receive 8 hours portal to portal
5thath better food in company boarding houses

6thath change rooms showershowersshowens lavatories1

etc to be
installed at all mines 2

in addition to this early activity by the I1 il WN there

appears to have been considerable underground union activity dur-

ing the period of the first world war evidence of this is

found in the actions of a citizens committee which in october

1917 warned three union organizers to leave bingham or stay

united states geological survey mineral resources of
the united states 19131915 washington government printing office
1915 p 744 reports a strike at the dalton and lark properties
local tradition credits the I1

lunitedlunsted

120

scale strike till 19361956 and union activity in the interim years

was somewhat of the underground variety it is perhaps a

measure of the bitterness caused by the 1912 strike that the

labor movement now passed into the hands of the radical
international workers of the world and that the 1I 14 0

evidently received an appreciable measure of support indeed

the io

Y with engineering the strike
quoted in spendlove op citcitlebitle p 70
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at their own risk 1 these men were officers of the international
union of mine mill and smelter workers who were attempting to

organize a branch of the american alliance of labor and democracy

A citizenscitizens1 protective league charged these men with having been

instrumental in the 1912 strike and declared that they were

attempting to interfere with the war effort 53 the citizenscitizens1
protective leapueffleague was composed of two managerial employees of

the utah copper company one doctor one banker and one merchant

the league was apparently successful for there is no record of

the organizers returning and a few months later a suspected

1I 1 vr agitator was arrested on suspicion of disloyalty
by the end of the first world war union activity seems to

have been suppressed almost entirely the blacklist was in use

in at least one mine and those suspected of being union members

or organizers were discharged

this lack of strong union organization persisted through-

out the twenties and the early thirties till the coming of the

C 1I 0 upon the scene the C 1 0 taking advantage of the

preparatory work of bhethe international union of mine mill and

smelter workensworkersViorvionvlon andkerskens the greatly liberalized labor laws of the

new deal era was able to dominate the scene succeeding unions

deseret news october 29 1917

bid

deseret news october 5131 1917 the organizers were
guy E miller ben goggin and E G locke the latter is
mentioned in newspaper accounts of the 1912 strike

eseret news april 29 1918
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supposedlyposedlysuO dominated by the companies as bargaining agents by

19361956 the C 1I 0 felt itself strong enough to risk a strike
and in october the united states and lark properties were struck

the strike was completely peaceful and on december 18 was ended

by negotiation the following terms being reached first
recognition of collective bargaining and of the union as the

agent second a raise of twentyfivetwenty centsfive per shift third
no discrimination against strikers in hiringrehiringretiringre

this victory together with the changing attitude of the

public and the government toward organized labor combined to

bring unionism to a peak never before attained in binghamtsbingham1sBingha

history

mts

this outline of the history of organized labor in
bingham shows a fairly typical case history of western unionism

early indifference growing abuse and a violent reaction
suppression and final triumph as a result of long struggle and

the markedly changed attitude of the government and the public

if anything the labor history of binghainbingham is somewhat more peace-

ful than most A glance at the record of the western federation

of miners in such camps as cripple creek butte and the coeur

dalene district will assure this however though less violent
and bitter the history of binghambineham unionism is none the less

significant to the history of utah

w-estern

Binghain
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CHAPTER IX

the history of the city of bingham forms an intrinsic
part of this study important for its own sake as wellvellweliweil as because

of the fact that bingham is a rather typical example of the

growth of an industrial type mining camp

it must be pointed out in the beginning that bingham

existed solely because of the mining industry there was no

other economic activity in the city and the prosperity of the

mines was immediately and profoundly reflected in the prosperity
of the camp an excellent illustration of this may be seen in

the population of the camp at various times

in the earliest period the population of bingham3ingham was

quite small probably only a few dozen at most with the life of

the camp regulated accordinglyaccor bydinEly the seventies however the

rising prosperity of the camp brought about a marked increase in

populationpulationepulation and activity A correspondent of the utah mining

Gazettgazettegazettepgazettes writing in 1874 had this to say

bingham city began its existence by the erection of a
sawmill in 1864 by james campbell sic it has gradually
increased in population until it numbers at the present
time somesorne 13001500laoo inhabitants it constitutes the present
terminus of the bingham canyon railroad and also the
headquarters of ore freighters and base of supplies for
the mines

utah mining gazette may 2 1874 the tone of the article
is rather boosterishboosterismboos andterish the population of the camp may be
exaggerated however since reliable figures show the population
of the camp in 1880 to be 1022 and the activity of the camp was
about the same at both times the earlier figures may be accurate

123125

population

lutah gazette
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A more accurate conception of the population may be formed

for the period after 1880 when the U S census figures become

available
population CFOF BINGHAM city1

year inhabitants
1880 10229022.9022
1890 11010101.0101
1900 187210872
1910 288111881
1920 26761p676
19301950 32485248v248
1940 285421854

these figures show a fairly steady increase especially in the

years between 1890 and 1910 it was this time which saw the

beginning of the copper mining era which brought great prosperity
to bingham similarly the peak in 19301950 corresponds with the

great boom period of 1929301929501929 5030 the sharp drop in 1940 is due in

large part to the advent of the automobile which has made it
possible for men to commute from the valley to jobs at bingham

if figures for the whole district were obtainable for every year

there would be considerable more fluctuation especially during

the various boom and depressiondeoden periodsDeriderlnessionression

binghabingham

ods

in the seventies resembled the typical mining

tovmtovntoam hastily constructed frame buildings were scattered up and

down the narrow canyon interspersed with placer diggings and

mine dumps the streets were narrow ankle deep in dust in the

U S bureau of the census census of the united states
18801890188018902 1900 1910910iglogioglo 1920 19301950 1940 washington government
printing office 1880 1890 1900 1910191uiglo 1920 19301950 1940.1940 it
is necessary to keepreep in mind that these figures are for bingham
city and the total populationpopulatioi of the district was considerably
higher
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summer and knee deep in mud in he winter by far the most

prominent buildings were mills and smelterssnielterseltersshelterssmismsni with dencedancedaneedenee halls and

saloons running them a close second yet the inhabitants of

bingham were proud of their town and they expressed it in the

typical american vein of bragging the salt lake tribune report
on the rise and fall of the bingham exaggerationexahexag clubenation had this
to say

the reputation of bingham was spread far and wide through
the influence of its two newspapers the carr fork mirror and
the bear oulchgulch times according to them mine owners retired
wealthy after about six months work and deeded their
mines mills and machinery to their employees who in turn
retired wealthy giving those who followed full control of
the property palatial residences sprang into existence with
each retiring miner schools and churches banks and brokers
gambling rooms and gorgeous saloons followedfolfoi inloved the wake of
this universal prosperity

it was conceded by one and all that the masonic lodge of
bingham was the largest in point of architecture the finest
in funds the richest of any in the U S its members
represented more capital than any society before or since
the same was seldsaidslid of the oddfellowsOdd redmenfellows etc
six days after the subscription list was thrown open eight
hundred members were enrolled representing a cash capital
of 2300000025000000 the initiation fee was only 2000 and a
monthly fee of ip200p200 a mere trifle 1

the two newspapersnews mentionedoaperscapers probably added not a little
to the prestieprestigeprestiprestle of the town little other than the fact of its
existence is known of the carr porkyorktorklorkrork mirror but it is known that
the bear gulch times existed durinrduringduningduricr 18751575 at least it was tabloid

size and its editor and publisher was E IV pierce both these

sheets had a predecessor in the bingham pioneer which first
appeared july 5 18731875 the salt lake herald says wene yesterday

received a copy of the first issue of the bingham pioneer a new

weekly paper edited and published by charles G loeber esq

quoted in J cecil alter earlygarly utah journalism salt lake
city utah state historical association 19381958 p 5535
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every saturday at binghambineham canyon the pioneer is a 24 column

paperpapendapen and the first number is well filled with reading matter
and presents a very neat appearance typographically and in
general makeup ft the life of the pioneer was woefully short
however for the deseret news of august 2523 18731875 says

1 the
bingham pioneer died of a big dose of the times without an

obituary

during the eighties bingham was apparently without the

benefits of journalistic enterpriseenter becauseorise the next paper of

which there is record is the bingham bulletin established in
0

1891 and functioning at the present time

that the town of bingham was not without literary enter-

prise in this period is evidenced by the somewhat lamentable

effusionsfusionsef of fat jack the bard of the oquirrhs who may be

quoted in part
begone ye blue tailed flies each
yellow jacket pest
that eat our steaks and bore us
thru linnen coat and vest
sweep gently downdon the canyon each
balmy cooling breeze
and fan our panting eyebrows neath
saloon stoop and trees
and all ye honest miners smile
not on me today
think of friends and sweethearts
in the home so far away

and while I1 tell my story of the
good old bye gone days
mienwhen I1 had a full team to my cart
fill up my glass bill clays

bid
2
spendlove op cit p 105
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boys ye may think it soft of me
A sheddirsheddintshaddirsheddingshed theinthemdirdint bitter tears
but a gettingettin1gettine that team that leftlef me
was the work of many years

from st george to oneida thar
varntyamtbarnt a happier man than me
when I1 first got a calrcair of wheelers
in the fall of S

but I1 thought my team unfinished
and early in the spring
I1 found a span of danish blondes
and worked them in the swing

but still I1 wasnt satisfied
I1 loncedlongedlanced forfonron a pair of grays
and cursed be the day I1 got them
fill r up again bill clays

twas late in the summer of 170
close by the jordan stream
ever on the watch forfonron beauty
my eye caught the flashing beam

of a big blue eye and a droppindrippindrop lashpin
twas the bluest kind of blue
and the thought of my unfinished team
pierced me through and through

somehow twarnttwarnfc very hard a
fixingfixin1fixinl the whole thing then
twas easy hitching the leaders
but I1 never unhitched agin

and they led me a string for years
till they gave my cart a rise
smashed my cart like the parsonparsonspanson shay
and glngin if you pleaseolease bill clays

and it warnt the make of my hand cart
that made the boys look round
but that span of dashing jordan girls
that whirled me over the ground

and I1 never looked for a smashupsmash
As

up
I1 calmly slid through ilfelifeliftill

e
art smith advised me to soikespikesolke my team

and take a seventh wife

did ye ever see mustangs buck boys
eh I1 well they couldnt hold a light
to my fancy team a bucking
thoughTh I1oudoug held on ever so tight

t
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the wheelersvine kickedelerseierselens the dash board
into kindling wood you bet
and what became of the rest of the harness
im blowed if I1 know yet
yes I1 fixed the old cart boys
for this the 28th time
and ive given you my experience in
A rambling sort of rhyme
an buckskin whaneswhangs my bind boys
old broken spokes and springs
but nothing in life can hold boys
loves shattered worn heart strings
nowNovi boys ye must excuse me
for ive drunk of a bitter cup
but if ever in the future ye would lead a faster life
As ye value your peace of mind boys
beware of a seventh wife 1

the people of bingham seem during this period to have been

a devil may care group about their government as well as their
literature evidence has been cited before before to show that
they were somewhat casual about their law enforcement agencies

and they were similarly careless about the other attributes of

city government indeed as the town grew serious problems of

sanitation water supply and fire protection came to the fore

all of which were blithely ignored till after the turn of the

century the method of sewage and garbage disposal used will
perhaps illustrate tnlstnisanis liquid sewage was disposed of by piping

or dumping it into the open creek which ran through the center

of the town and garbage and refuse was disposed of in the same

manner when the creek became too clogged to flow the inhabitants
banded together and cleared it out carting the debris down the

2canyon this same water was used for placer works and also in

salt lake tribune july 27 1875
0spendlove op02 cit p 86 original source is local

tradition the writer has heard the same story many times indeed
he has seen the same method used in some parts of the district

bindboys

noviboys
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the mills and so came into contact with men there is also
great liklihoodlikelihood that it was used for some culinary purposes

needless to say this system was very dangerous from the public

health standpoint lobablyprobablylovably the only thinzthing which saved bingham

from a series of epidemics of typhoid was the fact that the water

of the creek was contaminated with mine water and mill waste which

are usually highly acid and therefore antiseptic thus the growth

of bacteria was inhibited and the health of the town safeguarded

culinary water was procured from a number of springs and streams

hiherhigherhishenhi inherhed the mountains but water service was entirely a matter

of private enterprise and water carters were a feature of the

town indeed the writer has heard some oldtlmersoldtimersoldoid saytimerstimens that
they always drank beer because it didnt cost much more than

waterweter and tasted considerably better
if culinary water was scarce water for fire fighting and

the apparatus to go with it was almost entirely lacking this
was forcibly brought home to the people of bingham in 1895 when

three fires within two months destroyed a substantial portion of
3the town

theseriesehiese problems and others similar to them weighed on the

citizens for many years there was considerable agitation for
incorporation of bingham as a city which would enable the citizens

ibid deseret news september 15 1905 carries a report
by the state sanitary commission concerningconcer theninEz extreme unsanitary
conditions at bingham

0
joseph E kopesec and manuel susaeta september 15 1949

deseret news july 19 18951695 august 20 1895 august 261895
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to handle the difficulties which faced them the move was

opolsedopposedo by the more conservative elements in the populace and

in all likelihood by the mining companies who desired to avoid

any increase in taxes 1 by 1904 the pressing civic problems finally
overcame the opposition and the town was incorporated the first
members of the town board were C V anderson C E adderley
jerome bougardbousard charles burke villiam watersnaterssaters and F IN quinn

in 1905 the new city government was gotten fairly underway with

the floating of a 10000.001000000 bond issue to pay for the installing
of the first part of a water supply and sewage system during

the next eight years four bond issues werevierewene floated to pay for the

completion of these systems and to pave the main street of the

town these bond issues were the majornajormaon political issue during

the period and with the completion of the projects much of the
2fire passed out of local politics since that time the local

elections have been based largely on personalities and often the

platforms of the parties have been practically indistinguishable
though the politics of bingham were comparatively peaceful

the same cannot be said for the life of the town as a whole after
1900 increasing population and prosperity brought boom times to

bingham again and the town passed through a period similar to

the 1870 thoughthoush lacking the blood and thunder elements of

the early times it was still a pretty rowdy period A visitor
to bingham in 19031905 reportedrenortedrenonrenornenon theted streets as crowded at three otclocko1clock

pendlovependspendlove op22loveiove cit p go90
02spendlovespendlove op cit p 108
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in the morning as at noon and living accommodations so hard to

findind that he was forced to al eepbeep on a pool table forfon a period

and very happy to getretr thatet much accommodation landladies often
indulged in the oracticepractice of doubling or tripling up in bed space

that is they would rent the same bed to three men working on

different shifts at any given time one wasvas at work the other
amusing himself and the third asleep As may be seen from the

accompanyingaccompany photographsinZ binghamtsbinghairsBingBingha streetshairsmts were unpaved and

either muddy or dusty on wet days owners of plank bridges at
convenient crossing points did a good business

much of the history of bingham centers around a series
of disasters which serve to illustrate the hazards of living in a

mining camp probably the greatest loss of life has been caused

by snowslidessnow whichslides are a constant danger in bingham the district
has suffered from them from the beginning and hardly a winter

passed without news of death or property damage from this cause

probably the most severe loss occureedoccurredoccur oneed february 17

1926 at highland boy where a slide in sap gulch buried twenty

houses and entombed some one hundred people of whom twenty seven
0

were killed
fires also lavehavenave taken their toll in bingham in 1895 a

series of fires in august and septemberseoSen destroyedtember fifty houses

and the railroad depot doing 22000000220000.00 damage narrow streets

close buildings frame construction and lack of fire precaution

see deseret newsmes weeklywee march 24 1875 salt lake tribune
january 2t1882 for two examples

deseret news february 17 1926
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made the town prey to a number of fires in the next few years

though eventually this challengecha reactedllenSe in the creation of an

efficient volunteer fire department the most disastrous fire
occurred in 19321952 when half the town of highland boy burned with

damagesadamacdamac ofes about 40400000404000.00

other

C

incidents

1

rangingransing through floods mudslidesmud andslides
falling rocks llavehave kept life in bingham interesting if not

exactly safe

the religious history of binehambinghambine isham somewhat limited As

a rule miners are not a church going people and in some quarters

churches and churchmen are looked upon with some disfavor evensven

today a large part of the population are nonchurchnon goerschurch however

as time went on and the population of the camp changed churches

came to have an increasing place in the life of thetie camp

ihe1heahe latter day saint church was the first on the scene and

in one sense it was the most important since it participated in

the mormon gentile synthesis the progressogressobressor of the mormon church

has been traced elsewhere in this study

of the other religionsrellsrelisreils inzions bingham by far the most important

was the catholic there were probably a considerable number of

catholics among the early inhabitants but they appear to have been

a somewhat irreligious group in any case they were some distance

from any organized branch of their church and had small opportunity

for religious activity it was not till 1877 that fatherlatherTi lawrence
2scanlan conducted the first catholic service in bingham

witnessed by the writer
aw2vi2w R harris therhe catholic church in utah salt lake city

intermountain catholic press 1909 p 344544
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after this periodic visits verewere made to bingham by various priests
to administer to the spiritual needs of the catholic people but

it was not till 1390 that a catholic chapel was erected 1 the
next few years saw the arrival of numerous immigrants from

catholic countries such as serbia croatia and austria with

the result that the number of catholics increased to the point
where it was feasible to erect a larger chapel and install a

32resident priest in 1907 the arrival of these immigrants made

the catholics the numerically dominant group a position which

they hold to this day

the protestants have played a somewhat minor role in the

district due to their comparatively small numbers the principal
denominations involved seem to have been methodists and lutheransLuth

the

erans

methodists seem to have drawn their support from

native americankmer migrantsican to bingham from outside utah A methodist

congregation was in existence in the nineties but there was no

church or resident pastorcastor in 1912 and 19131915 two methodist chapels

were built one in bingham proper and the other in highland boy

both have continued to function as branches of the methodist

home missionary society up to the present time 0

the lutheran congregation which seems to have consisted

chiefly of scandinavian immigrants reached a considerable size

between 1900 and the late twenties however no evidence of the

ispendlovetspendlove op cit p 133155153135
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residence of a pastor appears and the flock is scattered at the
present time

the fourth important religious group in bingham is the

greek orthodox church As far as the author can ascertain no

lapelchapel was ever built for this group however there was a
2priest in bingham in 1912 As the number of greeks in bingham

declined after the first world war the priest was apparently
withdrawn at the present time services are held from time to

time by priests from salt lake city 53

the activity of these religious groups has played a con-

siderable part in the modification of the social situation in
bingham through theinuheirtheircheir influence much of the typical mining

camp atmosphere has been overcome and a more organized society

achieved

uite as symptomatic of changing social organization in

bingham was the development of schools in 1876 bingham was first
organized as a school district and the same year an elementary

school was put into operation schooling at bingham seems to have

been somewhat limited in extent for that year the state contributed
4116.0011600 to the running of the school during the next twenty

years the budget remained about the same never rising above sp20000Sp

therethene

20000200.00

isithereethere a lutheran church building in existence at
present in bingham but it is unused the evidence concerning this
point is derived from local tradition

2salt2sqltisalt lake tribune september 20 1912

george agnostakiosagnostakisAgno interviewstakis bingham canyon march 18 1947

biennial report of the superintendent of district schools
salt lake city W C dunbar 1878 p 27
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however schools were established in the towns of lark ighlandhighlandlH

boy and copperfield by 1901 the total bingham school population
had reached 346546 in1 1905 a definite forward step was taken when

the small local school districts were abolished and bingham was

incorporated into the larger jordan school district the improved

situation made itself felt in the establishment of a high school

at bingham in 1910 with a total enrollment of twenty students 2

thereafter the schools steadily improved in material plant and in
ability to meet the needs of bingham by 1924 a new high school

building had been built and substantial school buildings constructed

in highland boy lark and copperfield in 19301950 a new high school

building was constructed at coppertonhoppertonCop atperton the mouth of the canyon

and students were hauled in buses from the various towns to attend

it 53

thus by 1940 the process of amalgamation which has been

typical of binghan3inghamts s social history was virtually complete the

town of bingham seems to demonstrate the same stages in this
development as the district as a whole oreoverijoreovermoreoverIJore theover development

of its institutions contributed materially to the process the

history of the town of binghaminghamfl is substantially that of a mining

camp which was able to survive its various boom periods and

settle dovdodowndow nim to a type of organization egestivesuggestivesu of a manufacturing

towntova of01 the same size

tah school reports 1900900goo salt lake city 1901 p 364564

tah2utahbutah school reports 1910 salt lake city 1910 p 395595
73spendlove op c i tciteitelt

lutahteh

p 123125
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CHAPTER X

the conclusions reached in this study of the history of
bingham fall into three general categories

first bingham played an important role in the introduction
of mining to utah and in so doing made a significant contribution
to the economic growth of the state

second that bingham was instrumental in attracting to

utah numbers of gentiles and thus contributed materially to the

synthesis of mormonscormons and gentiles

third thathat bingham also attracted large numbers of

immigrantsinmigrantsirmniorantsmigrantsin differingdifferindufferin markedly from the north european type typical

of mormon immigrationimraimzA andgration thus helped to determine the composition

of utah

the economic history of binghamringham may be divided into four

periods the first of these from 18631865 to 1875 saw the inception

and first growth of the camp the first recorded discovery of

ore was made september 17 18631865 either by george olgineolgive or

mrs robert K reid mining activity vaswas begun immediately

afterward but because of transportationtransdol andtation marketing difficulties
had to be curtailed till 1870 when the arrival of the utah central
railroad at a dearoynearoynearby point enabled more economic production in
18731875 the completion of the bingham and camp floyd railroad gave

a further boost to the camp by bringingbrinzing the railroad right to

136156
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the camp As a result of these factors and the richness and

availability of the lead silver ores mined in the period

bingham entered on a boom period in 1870 which lasted for some

five years

after 1875 however the declining grade and altering
nature of the ores forced the closing of many mines and emphasized

the necessity of finding more rich ore or of improving the

methods of productionoroduction eventually both things were done deposits

of ore were found and the introduction of more machinery and the

amalgamation of various propertiespro loweredbertiesoerties the cost of production

in addition the exploitation of oxidized gold ores not hitherto
mined was begun this period of transition and adaptation

extended from 1875 to 1896

in 1896 a fundamental and significant change was made in

mining at bingham when the discovery of exploitable copper ore

by samuel newhouse in the highland boy mine ushered in the era

of copper mining within five years copper had become the main

mineral production of the bingham district and a period of

unparalleled prosperity had been ushered in
by 19031905 the development of improved methods of reduction

of ores and the tenacity and engineering genius of E A wall

and D C jacklinejackling had made possibleoos thesiblesibie development of the great

utah copper property now the kennecott copper corporation this
mine became a producerpro ofducerdacer world importance and made a huge

economic contribution to bingham and to the state for con-

venience sake the era of copper mining has been considered in
two periods i e from 1896 to 1914 andazidaridarld from 1914 to 1940 yet

amalamai amationmatlonC
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in reality the two periods are one in that they saw continuing

increase in productionoroduction from every mine in the district up to 1929

whenthen some of the underground producers began to fall away it is
this period which has had the maximum effect uponudon the economic

history of utah

the effect of bingham mining on the economy of the state
may be amply demonstrated by the fact that the total gross pro-

duction up to 1940 has amounted to 1285177699001285177699.00412851776990041285177699.00 of this
sum by far the larger part has remained in utah as payment for
labor and supplies

the social history of bingham had its chief determinant

in the economic trends of the camp yet it forms an interesting
and significavitsignificait part of the study

the first significant theme in the social history of

bingham centers around the synthesis between mormon and gentile
groups between 18631865 and 1900 As is well known hechetheohet latter day

saint church was hostile to minineminingminino largely because mining would

introduce large numbers of non cormonskormons11ormons into utah and thus upsetu

the

oset

aims of the church however once mining enterprise was

introduced the cash income which it produced was very attractive
to many utahnsutahna the result was that many mormonscormons were attracted
to bingham and thauthacthatthal many moreinorelnore became employed in enterprises bhatthat
depended on binehambingham mininaminingmininq for their sustenance this economic

pressure produced a change in attitude on the part of mormon

society toward mining with the result that a considerable step

forward was taken in the synthesissyn ofchesisohesis the two elements of the

population
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the second theme in the social history of bingham

centers around migrationimmigrationmicrationim between 1900 and 1940 and the pro-

cesses of assimilation which accompanied it the inauguration

of copper mining in 1896 with the consequent enlargement of

operations made a much increased labor force necessary to supply

this demand many immigrantsimmi camerants from europe and asia
the first group to arrive were scandinavians who came in

the nineties by3yay far the most mercusnumerousmergusnu and important group were

the slavs who beganbecan boto come in around the turn of the century and

who continued to dominate immigration till the time of the first
world warivariyar numerous greeks and somesoilisonesaili orientalsorientaleOriente arrivedals in this
period also in 1912 some mexicans and spaniards arrived who

formed the vanguard of a new wave which moved in after the first
virld7orldvorld warnar theytiley are the larestlargestlar immigrantest groupc rour at the present

time in addition to these main waves of immigration numerous

other groups of people forming a virtual cross section of europe

came to bingham thus bingham was responsible for determining in
part the pattern of immigrationL to utah and played a role in the

formation of the present social structure of the state

the chief value of bingharrsbaingibingiBing history as a field of study

is that it serves as a microcosm reflecting in more easily

measurable terms some of the movements which raveave played a great

part in utah and united states history
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GLOSSARY OF MINING TERMSTEMISterns

adit A horizontal opening in the earths surface for mining
purposes having connection with the surface

amalgamation the process whereby gold is recovered by means of
its affinity to mercury mercury is introduced into the
finely crushed ore it takes up the gold and by reason
of its weight the amalgam may be easily recovered the
mercury is then distilled off leaving the gold

change roomdoomdooma A building where men employed underground may bathe
and change their working clothes for street clothes

complex ore an ore containing more than one recoverable mineral
often lead zinc and silver or gold and copper most
often the ores are closely combined and difficult to
process

crushing the process whereby ore is reduced to a small even
size a step necessary to ready it for concentration

dip the angleangieanele at which an ore body or geological formation enters
the earthieearth1searthis surface

drift A horizontal opening in the earths surface having no
direct connection with the surface it is a branch of
a tunnel or shafshaft

hard hat A helmet usually made of bakelite or other composition
designed to protect the miner against falling objects

huff electrostatic process A process whereby collodialcoll particlesodial
of minerals suspended in air are precipitated by means
of attraction to electrically charged plates

jig A concentrating device which operates by means of a vertical
reciprocating motion which settles ore to the bottom of
a try where it is drawn off

miner A person engaged in the mining process who drills and
blasts the rock breaking the ground in preparation for
loading and hauling

mucker A person engaged in the process of mining who shovels
the ore or waste into a car or chute and who acts as the
miners assistant
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overwind device A safety designeddesiodeslo toned guard against accidental
raising or lowering of a mine elevator past its normal
position

raise an opening driven up from an interior pointoointboint in the mine
i1 e from a tunnel or driftdriy

refractory an ore difficult to treat because of its chemical or
physical nature

riffleriffie A device for recovering placer gold or amalgamanial mercurygamsam
containing gold it consists of a flume with regularly
spaced cleats on the bottom the washing action of the
water takes away the waste leaving the gold caught
behind the cleats

shaft A vertical or sloping opening in the earths surface for
mining purposes having direct outlet on the surface

shay engine A locomotive engine designed for hauling on steep
grades power is not applied directly to the wheels
from the piston as is the case in an ordinary engine
but is applied through a system of secondary gears
thus giving great tractive force

stampstamo milling A process for crushing ore by the vertlcleverticlevermiclevertvent motionicleicie
of a large iron shod weighted timber or casting called a
stamp which is raised and then dropped on a platen
bearinobearingbeacino the crude ore

strike the longitudinal axis of an ore body or a geological
formation

stope an underground place where ore i being or has been mined

timberman A worker in the mine who shoras and props up the walls
and roof with timber or other material

tunnel A horizontal opening in the earths surface for mining
purposes having connection with the surface

winze an opening driven down from an interior point in the mine
i e from a tunnel or drift
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